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ABSTRACT

The composition of new music for the harp has largely been pursued by performing
harpists who have taken up the art of composition to fill a need for new music written with
the needs and possibilities of the instrument in mind . In the process of doing this the
figures discussed in this paper not only left the harp repertory greatly enriched but they
have also created separate technical schools of harp playing based on their teachings and
their music. They also influenced other composers of their time to write for the harp and
generated an interest in the harp as a performance instrument. The five harpist/composers
discussed in this document are Elias Parish Alvars, Henriette Renie, Marcel Toumier,
Marcel Grandjany, and Carlos Salzedo.
The different technical schools generated by the five persoas discussed has lead to
a focus on how their ways of approaching the instrument differ. TMs document attempts
to show how they are aU interconnected, vwth each building on ideas put forth by others.
In looking at the technical schools and repertory in this way in can be seen that there are a
great amount of ideas for the modem harpist to draw on as a performer, regardless of the
individual's initial training. The composer may also find this subject useful as there is a
great deal of discussion of how the harp works as an instrument and how best to use it
compositionaEy.
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INTRODUCTION

The tradition of virtuoso performers writing for their own iostraments is as old as
instrumental music itseE Accomplished instrumental performers know their instrument's
capabilities, and if they are inspired to compose are often able to write effectively for it.
The piano and violin repertoire, for example, has been greatly enriched, as some of the
great composers were also very fine performers of these instruments.
While none of the great composers have been harpists, many creative performers
have composed for the harp and significantly shaped the instrument's repertoire. Sadly,
these individuals remain unknown to the public and even to most general music scholars
despite the fact that these performers were influential in their own time.
This dissertation presents a discussion of the historic development and enrichment
of the harp repertoire achieved by five notable harpist/composers. They are: Ellas Parish
Alvars (1808-1846), Henriette Renie (1875-1956), Marcel Toumier (1879-1951), Marcel
Grandjany (1891-1976), and Carlos Salzedo (1885-1961). They will be discussed in this
order to show the progression and development of certain ideas. Biographical information
is provided to document the significance and influence of these little known artists. Also,
a series of appendixes is added listing the considerable amount of music composed by
these individuals.
The compositions discussed herein have been selected to illustrate the style and
individual contributions of each artist which have significantly expanded the use of the
harp's physical and mechanical features and increased the demands made upon the
performer:
Grand Study in Imitation of the Mandoline (ca. 1838) Elias Parish Alvars
Piece Symphonique (ca. 1913) Henriette Renie
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Feerie, prelude et dame (ca. 1920) Marcel Toumier
Rhapsodic (ca. 1923) Marcel Grandjany
Variations on a Theme in Ancient Style (ca. 1913) Carlos Salzedo
While these five works are the primary focus of this presentation, additional pieces
by these and other composers are used to demonstrate the impact that the selected
harpist/composers have had upon the general repertoire of harp music.
It will be shown, through an examination of various technical devices employed,
that these pioneering harpist/composers developed a characteristic writing style for the
harp which led in turn to the general acceptance of the harp as a viable concert
instrument.
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CHAPTER 1
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PEDAL HARP
AND THE VIRTUOSO HARPIST

The harp is one of the oldest instruments known; in fact over the centuries many
types of stringed instruments have been referred to as harps. ^ What is generally called a
harp is a wooden, stringed instrument that has a triangular construction and is played by
plucking the strings with the hands.^
Early harps were usually small and simple in construction with limited range and
chromatic ability. Over time the instrument has been enlarged and strengthened in many
ways. It is instuctive to point out that the modern double-action pedal harp, the type of
harp that is generally used today, is relatively young and has been in existence for about
200 years. The harp type that preceded it was the single-action pedal harp. It was this
kind of harp which was used in the Classical era when the legacy of the virtuoso harpist as
composer begins.
The invention of the single-action harp is generally attributed to Jacob
Hockbrucker (c. 1673-1763), although many instrument makers of the time were working
on similar concepts. The idea came from linking together the hooks of the older hook
harps^ and attaching this mechanism to pedals.'^ This allowed the harpist to play in most
of the usual keys of the time. Additionally, the harpist could easily modulate between keys,
while playing, by moving the pedals.

^Roslyn Rensch, Harps and Harpists (London: Duckworth, 1989), xiii.
2lbid.
^The hook harp had a series of hooks on the neck that could be turned against the string
raising or lowering the pitch a semitone.
'^Rensch, 153.
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With the emergence of the single-action, the harp started to take a more prominent
position in the music world. Two great harp-making families, the Nadermans and the
Cousineaus, built harps in Paris. These makers, who were also luthiers, perfected the
single-action's mechanism and created an instrument of grace and beauty that became a
favorite of Queen Marie Antoinette and her court. This favor fostered virtuosos, teachers
and harp makers in the salons of the elite.^
One of these virtuosos was Francois-Joseph Naderman (1781-1835 ), son of the
instrument maker mentioned above. Naderman wrote much music for the harp and in
1825 became the first professor of harp at the Paris Conservatory.^ Naderman's teacher
was Johann Baptist Krumpholtz (?1745-1790). Krumpholtz was well known both as a
solo performer and as a composer. His harp teacher is unknown, however it is known that
he studied composition with Franz-Joseph Haydn at Esterh^, the Esterhazy estate.^
Krumpholtz had great influence on the harp makers in Paris. He proposed the
addition of an eighth pedal to control swell panels in the back of the harp as well as the
addition of a damping mechanism for the lower bass strings.^ Neither of these ideas had a
long lasting impact even though they do reappear on occasion. It was with his harp
compositions that Krumpholtz moved the harp forward towards a new era. First, there is
a possibility that he had composed four harp concertos before Mozart had written his
often performed Concerto for Flute and Harp K.299 (1778).^ These concertos were
popularized in their time by Madame Krumpholtz, his wife, who was said to be the

^Hans Joachim Zingel, Harp Music in the Nineteenth Century (Bloomington. IN: Indiana
University Press, 1992), 4-5
^Wenonah Milton Govea, Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Harpists (Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1995), 207.
^Rensch, 171-172.
^Reascli, 173.
Alice Lawson Aber, "Johann Baptist Krumpholtz," AHJ 4, no.2 (Fall 1973): 7.
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greatest harpist of her day.^® Krumpholtz composed in the pianoforte style of the time,
which is true of most composers who wrote for the harp in the Classical era. However, his
work starts to show an attention to the particular abilities of the harp. He started to
exploit the pedals, which even on the single-action could be used to create enharmonic
substitutions. He is also the first known composer to use a pedal slide, which is created
when a pedal is moved while the string is still vibrating from being previously plucked,
causing the pitch to change either up or down. This technique was used in the Classical
era to create a trill effect most suitable for the time.' ^ Knimpholtz used it in his Sonata
No. 2, Op 13. He indicated the effect by writing above mm. 8-11 of the first nwvement
that the notes are product of the movement of the pedals.
The next advancement of the harp took place in London rather than in Paris. That
advancement was the double-action pedal harp which was invented by Sebastian Erard in
1811, the same Erard who was also responsible for major improvements on the piano.
This work was done in London as the Paris firm of the Erard company was suffering
financially at that time, and partially due to the fact that Naderman sanctioned the
single-action harp as the "proper" type of harp to study. In doing so he not only assured
business for his family as the premier makers of single-action harps, but also that the
double-action would have no place in his studio, and subsequently in Paris.
The new double-action harp was playable in all keys and was also stronger and
louder than the harp had been before, because Erard changed to a solid construction of the
body as opposed to the older style of using lute-like staves. In addition, he housed the
mechanism between two plates underneath the neck rather then in the neck, giving it

'^'Rosalie R. Pratt, "Scholarly Consensus Johann Baptist Krumpholtz, A Brief Biography,"
AHJ 7. no.l (Summer 1979): 7
'^Aber. 8.
'2lbid.
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greater strength.

Two performers came to London and became masters of the new

instrument: Francois Joseph Dizi (1780-1840), and Robert Nicholas Charles Bochsa
(1789-1856); both were composers as wel as performers and both wrote a great deal of
music for the harp. Unfortunately, with the exception of Dizi's etudes and two other
works,his other compositions are lost. Bochsa's works and method are still a standard
in a harpist's training. In fact Bocsha happened to be the father of many of the
conpositional ideas that would come to fruition with the music of his pupil, Elias Parish
Alvars^^.

'^'Rensch. 180-184.
'"^Govea, 62.
^^Floraleda Sacchi. Elias Parish Alvars Life. Music, Documents (Dornach, Switzerland:
Odilia Publishing Ltd., 1999). 7-8.
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CHAPTER 2
SECTION A
ELIAS PARISH ALVARS
(B. 1808, TEIGENMOUNTH, DEVON, ENGLAND; D. 1849, VIENNA, AUSTRIA)
BIOGRAPHY
Elias Parish Alvars is perhaps one of the most famous personalities in harp history.
He is also an individual about which there is considerable misinformation. If even half the
stories of his abilities were to be believed, he would be the greatest harpist who ever lived.
Hector Berlioz called Parish Alvars "the Liszt of the harp,"'^ and Liszt himself gave a
most interesting description of him, saying that Parish Alvars had a large figure with
square shoulders and that his " dreamy eyes" were "expressive of the glowing imagination
which lives in his compositions."'^
Elias Parish Alvars was bom in Devonshire, England in 1808. His iather was an
organist, voice teacher and music handler and it was he who first instructed young Elias at
the harp. The precocious harpist gave his first concert in 1818. In 1820 he was sent to
London to study with Nicholas Charles Bochsa. He applied to the Royal Academy of
Music but was not accepted. This was probably due to his parent's inability to pay for
tuition. Instead he commuted between Devonshire and London to continue study
privately with Bochsa.' ®
Parish Alvars started composing around 1827/28.'^ He studied composition with
Maximillian Leidesdorf and the Guglielmo family in Florence. In 1829- 1830, Parish
Alvars worked with harp makers Scheweiso and Grosjean in London. His first published

l^Sacchi 12.
'7 Ibid.
'^Sacchi, 9.
'^Sacchi, 17.
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composition. Theme and Variations, (1834)^® was dedicated to Grosjean. It was at that
time that Parish Alvars also started touring northern Germany as a performer, using
London as his home base, performing in Magdeburg, Bremen, Hamburg and Brandenburg.
In 1831 he traveled to Copenhagen and Stockholm where he performed at the royal
courts,^^ and shortly thereafter toured Russia and Turkey (1831-1832.) His stops included
Saint Petersburg, Moscow, Constantinople, Kiev, Odessa, and Buytlkdere.^^ He was
always well received as a performer. His travels also affected his compositions. He
collected the popular melodies of the places he traveled in 1831-1832 and arranged them.
He published the work in 1843-1846 under the title. Travel of a Harpist in the Orient?-^
He also published a piece called The Sultan's Favorite March (1836), which he dedicated
to Count Bountinoflf, the Russian Ambassador who had invited Parish Alvars to Russia
and Turkey.
Parish Alvars met, befriended and collaborated with many important musical
figures of his day. In 1832 he went to Vienna where he met and worked with Sigismund
Thalburg and Carl Czemy. After touring Hungary, Switzerland and France in 1833, he
collaborated with John Field, arranging two of Field's Nocturnes for harp, and then
appearing with Field in northern Italy.^^
Parish Alvars moved to Vienna in the second half of 1835. In the first part of 1836
he was engaged as solo harpist of the Hofopertheater.^^ During this time he once again
collaborated with Czemy as well as with flutist Joseph Fahrbach. He also started

^^Sacchi, 9.
^^Sacchi, 9-10.
-^Ibid.
^^Sacchi, 10.
24lbid.
25lbid.
26lbid.
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composition studies with Simon Sechter and Ignaz von Seyfried. Some of Parish Alvars"
more well known works are from this period, including Grand Fantasia on Rossini's
Moise and the Grand Concerto in C major for Harp and Orchestra?-'^
In Vienna, Parish Alvars became very active as a harp teacher, which is how he
became acquainted with Melanie Lewy, who later became his wife. Parish Alvars,
Melanie, her father who was a hornist. and her two brothers, a homist and pianist, formed
an ensemble that played many concerts. In 1842 Parish Alvars traveled to Dresden and
Leipzig and made a very favorable impression on the monarch there. He then went to
London where he played for Queen Victoria. It was in June of 1842, while Parish Alvars
was on tour in Germany, that Liszt published a positive appraisal of the harpist in the
"Neue Zeitschrift lur Musik" saying:
Our bard has a somewhat rugged apperance; his gigantic figure, with his square
shoulders, recalls the mountain peasant. His face is comparitively mature for his years and
from underneath his prominent forehead speak his dreamy eyes expressive of the glowing
imagination which lives in Ms compositions.^^
In 1843 Mendelssohn organized concerts for Parish Alvars in Dresden and Leipzig
where Parish Alvars met Hector Berlioz, who later wrote respectfully of the harpist's
talents.^^ Berlioz was also inspired by Parish Alvars to include the harp in his orchestral
works, only to be disappointed at the abilities of the harpists that were to play them.^®
The harp parts to Symphonic Fantastique are still notorious in the harp orchestral
literature as being extraordinarily difficult to play and have been edited by many
performers in order to be playable.-^'

^^Sacchi. 11.
^^Sacchi, 12.
^^Ibid.
^^Rensch, 194.
^'llenriette Renie, Complete Method for Harp (Paris: Alphonse Leduc), 209-212.
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Parish Alvars continued to tour as a harpist until his death in 1849 due to
pneumonia. It is unclear however, in the documents relating to his death, that he died of
pneumonia,^^ and this has resulted in the speculation that he died of palsy.^^ He left us
with a great deal of literature for the harp and the first draft of a method book for harp
instruction, the manuscript for which has recently been verified by the efforts of Floraleda
Sacchi,^'* as well as the impact of his legendary talent.

^^Sacchi, 14.
^^Govea, 221.
^^Sacchi, 7.
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SECTION B
GRAND STUDY IN IMITATION OF THE MANDOLINE
AND THE COMPOSITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS
OF ELIAS PAMSH ALVARS

The great harpist Hemiette Renie^^ stated that she "always hoped her students
would spend at least a year studying the works of Parish Alvars. Although the pieces are
fill of effects which had never before been played on the harp they are full of passages of
technical virtuosity which make them essential study material for the harpist."^^
Parish Alvars implemented several special techniques for the harp. These special
techniques are actually a result of working with the new Erard harp. With each technique,
he took the harp to a level that had yet to be explored. His most well known effect is a
rapid tremolo on enharmonic notes which he uses quite extensively in Grand Study in
Imitation of the Mandoline (see Example l)P
Example 1.

this may just look like a repeated E, in actuality the harpist is alternating the E strings with
the F flat strings, as is indicated by the F flat in parentheses at the beginning of the first
measure of Example 1. This concept of using enhamomc notes is one of the most

-^-For more information on Renie see the later chapter on her life and works.
^^David Watkins, Anthology of English Music for the Harp, Vol. 4 (Stainer and Bell,
Galaxy Music Corp.) 1.
^^Sacchi, 22.
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interesting effects created by the double action harp, and is also the concept that allows
the harp to create many of the sounds which are now associated with the instrument.
Parish Alvars implemented the enharmonic trill even further as can be seen by this example
from The Mandoline (see Example 2). Here, in the main theme of the work, the
enharmonic is used at many different levels. In the first measure the shake is on an E and
an Fb. The second measure uses a G and a B#, the third, F and E#, and then back to the E
and Fb in the fifth measure. In three measures Parish Alvars exploits three enharmonic
possibilities. In m. 9 yet another enharmonic spelling is used, that of the B and Cb, then In
measure eleven Ab is alternated with G#, for a total of five enharmonic combinations.
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Parish Alvars also uses this effect in his other works, as can be seen by this
example from Ms Grand Concerto in G minor for Harp and Orchestra, Op. 81, second
movement (see Example 3). In this example a melody line is sustained over the alternating
pitches of Db and C#, The melody is strengthened by a doubling at the octave that is
played by the left hand.
Example 3.

Contemporaries of Parish Alvars also used this enharmonic effect, usually in a
sustained trill as can be seen in Example 4, from La Danse des Sylphes by Felix Godefroid
(1818-1897), where the trill is played on the D# and the Eb.
Example 4.

FraaQoi
s Joseph Dizi, who has been mentioned previously, also utilized this technique in his Etude
No. 5 (see Example 5 ).
Example 5.
Brillante M M is 116.
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Parish Alvars' own thoughts on playing these trill passages includes the advice
that, if the shake is to be good, it "must not only be quick, but distinct, and performed
without any motion of the arm or the wrist.^^
Another effect, for which Parish Alvars is often credited,is the "three handed
technique" whereby the harpist's two hands move over and across each other in an
arpeggio pattern while playing a melody line in the middle of the pattern. This tends to
create the illusion that a performer is using a third hand to play. Parish Alvars used this
technique in his Grand Fantasia on Rossini's Moise, op. 58. The three handed technique
was actually developed by the pianist, Sigismund ThaJberg who composed his own
fantasia by the same name as Parish Alvars' in 1833/34. Parish Alvars could not have
written his fantasia before 1836."^^
Parish Alvars utilized this technique with great virtuosity, often creating a music
that looks impossible on the page. The following example is from the Moise fantasia; it is
the setting of the Prayer.

^^Sacchi, 189.
^^Sacchi. 21.
40lbid.
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Example 6.

In this example the melody is executed in large cords, sometimes spanning huge intervals,
while an arpeggio is'sustained using the hand which happens to be free at the moment.
This in an effect that lends itself quite well to the harp, as the vertical structure of
the harp makes this kind of passage more conceivable then on a keyboard. It appears that
there are also different levels of the three handed technique. The music in Example 6
shows an extreme use of this technique. There are milder versions, however, such as
those in The Mandoline.
Example 7 is from the middle section of The Mandoline where the shake motif
gives away to pages of arpeggios.
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Example 7.
he

movimenii
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The melody is MgWighted by the accent marks. These notes usually are played by
the thumb and the bass note octaves serve as part of the melodic statement.
Another level of the three handed technique is seen later on in The Mandoline.
Example 8.
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Here the melody line within the arpeggios actually becomes more expressive and
discomected from the passage work around it.
The three handed effect-has become a standard in creating a "kup" sound and is
used in many compositions such as in this example from Impromptu by Reinhold Gliere.
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Example 9.

The "fluid sound" is an eifect that was invented by Parish Alvars. This elfect is
achieved by sliding the metal part of the harps tuning key along the string after it has been
plucked. With this technique it is possible to play rapid ascendiog and descending scales
as well as isolate certain pitches."^^ This effect is very peculiar and is certainly more
commonly associated with twentieth-century works than with those of the romantic
period. Example 10 shows the indication for the "fluid sound" in Parish Alvars' Serenade,
op. 83.
Example 10.

4^Sacchi, 19.
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The footnote in French in the first measure indicates that the chromatic scale is to be
played by sliding the tuning key.
Another effect is also demonstrated in Example 8 and that is the use of a pedal
slide.^^ This technique is indicated by the mordent sign placed over the sharp symbol in
m. 2 of the example, and the harpist is to move the pedal on the vibrating string, creating a
trill and diminuendo at the same time. Parish Alvars often used the pedal slide to create
diminuendo effects similar to that of a portato on stringed instruments.''^
Parish Alvars used enharmonics to make difficult passages more practical to
perform by rearranging the pitches, as can be seen in Example 11.
Example 11.

!9eo.

cresc-

''"The pedal slide was first discussed in the section about Krumpholtz and will be
discussed in greater detail later in the chapter on Toumier.
43Sacchi,21.
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There are two versions of the indicated notes here. First there is the version
written in large notes; this is the way the passage sounds, the way it was originaly written.
Above the grand staff on a smaller staff is an indication of the notes that the harpist
actualy plays. It can be seen by this that what looks like a passage with compMcated
turnarounds and half step progressions, is actually played as simple scales. This allows for
a great deal more speed, which creates a more vibrant effect.
There are two other characteristics of Parish Alvars' music which deserve to be
mentioned. First is his use of astoundingly large chords. He often would use chords that
spanned a tenth or more. This creates a more resonant effect on the harp because more
strings are vibrating, as the plucked strings set up sympathetic vibrations in the
neighboring ones. It should be pointed out that the harp of Parish Alvars' time was much
smaller than modern instruments as well as having a smaller string spacing. These large
chords, as seen in Example 12 from the Mandoline, would have been easier to perform on
a period instrument.
Example 12.

The other point mentioned previously as characteristic of Parish Alvars' music is his use
of highly ornamented melodic gestures, very much in the romantic style, that often
includes swift half steps and trills, as can be seen by this example from Serenade.
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Example 13.

This type of writing can be found in compositions by other harp composers of the
time as well, since it was an element of the romantic style to have such flourishes.
However Parish Alvars used these ideas with a special grace that was not duplicated in
works for the harp by other composers of this period. His use of chromatics in these
passages, particularly half step motion, is something that a harpist might be intimidated of
using because of the frequent and rapid pedal work needed, but Parish Alvars uses the
chromatic capacities of the instrument fearlessly and effectively.
After the death of Parish Alvars it took a while before another harpist would
become as influential, both as a performer and composer. The next four
harpist-composers discussed are undoubtedly indebted to Parish Alvars' legacy.
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CHAPTER 3
ALPHONSE HASSELMANS
(B. 1845, LIEGE, BELGIUM; D. 1912. PARIS, FRANCE)
LEGACY OF A MASTER
In order to properly discuss the contributions of the individuals in the rest of this
document, it is necessary to give due mention to their collective teacher, the
Belgian-French harpist Alphonse Hasselmans. Hasselmans is credited with making the
double action pedal harp popular and for making the Paris Conservatory the international
center for harp study. He taught most of the great harpists of the 20th century, and to this
day almost every harpist can trace his or her lineage of teachers back to this master.
Hasselmans fostered composing for the harp as well as transcribing works, written
for other instruments, to the harp. He wrote many harp works, several of which have
become a part of the student harpist's repertoire for the technical skills they encourage and
because their musical language and style are so readily accessible to the general audience.
Through Hasselmans, the legacy ofParLsh Alvars combines vwth that ofNaderman
and Martenot in Paris. The connection to Naderman and Martenot can be seen by the ,
cover page of the Sept Sonates Progressives by F. J. Naderman that shows both
Hasselmans and Martenot as contributors to the publication (see Example 1).
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Example 1.
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It can be seen by this title page that these works were reedited by Naderman's
successors to make the pieces viable on the new double-action harps which Naderman did
not support.^
Alphonse Hasselmans was bom in Belgium in 1845 and died in Paris in 1912.'^^
He first studied harp with Desargus and then with one of Parish Alvars' students, Gottlieb
Kruger. His ability was soon recognized, and when Ange-Conrad Prumier, the professor
of the Conservator)' in Paris died, Hasselmans was offered the position even though he
was a Belgian. He served in this position from 1884 until his death.It was during
Hasselmans' time at the Conservatory that the basis for most of the technical methods of
harp playing practiced today was established.'^^

'^^Govea, 121.
45lbid.
46lbid.
^^Govea. 122.
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Stylistically, Hasselmans' compositions for the harp are reminiscent of
MendeLsohnn's for other instruments. Lily Laskine, a student of Hasselmans who later
became well know as a performer, describes Hasselmans' music as "melodious pieces of
medium difficulty.They are excellent teaching works and most harpists play at least
one of these during their student years.
In Hasselmans' music one can see the continuation of certain techniques developed
in the romantic era. In his piece, Aeolian Harp, the introduction brings back the idea seen
in Parish Alvars' Grand Study in Imitation of the Mandoline (see Example 2).
Example 2.
IMaaite mi'sterioso

Harp

f^sewpre

Hasselmans also used the enharmonic for repeated note effects in other ways, as can be
seen in this ornamental flourish from Gitana (Example 3 J.

4%ensch, 201.
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Example 3.

It soon became evident in Paris that, when Hasselman's technique for playing the
harp was applied to the double action harp, the single action harp could not yield as rich a
sound as the double action could, and hence Hasselman's technique elevated the double
action harp's popularity all over Europe and the New World. In conjunction with this he
also wrote music that was both pleasant to the ear and only moderately difficult to play.
His music shows the development of some popular harp figurations such as this example
from Aeolan Harp where the thumb brings out the melody note within the arpeggiation of
a chord (Example 4).
Example 4.
. . Poco iiffliaiato.

The Inverse of this makes an appearance in Hasselmans' Impromptu, as shown in Example
5. Here the fourth finger brings out melody notes within the arpeggiation. Also in this
example is an "hand over hand*' arpeggiation figure that is very effective on the harp.
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Example 5.

Another technique that becomes popular with Hasselmans is both hands exchanging a
figure in the same range, usually at faster tempi, as is demonstrated in this example from
Will- othe- Wisp (Example 6).
Example 6.
Allegretto

^

.

All of these techniques wUl become important in the music of Renie. Toumier,
Grandjany and Salzedo. They are also the hallmark of effective writing for the harp as an
instrument. Even though Iliisselmans' music liad by and large a pedagogical intent, its
influence can be seen in the music of his harp students who also composed for the harp. It
could even be said that by composing for the harp himself, Hasselmans possibly
encouraged Ms students to follow his example.
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CHAPTER 4
SECTION A
HENRIETTE RENIE
(B. 1875, PARIS, FRANCE; D. 1956, PARIS, FRANCE)
BIOGRAPHY
Henriette Renie was bom in Paris, France on September 18, 1875 and she died
there on March 1, 1956.'^^ Her father, Jean-Emile Renie, was an artist and an actor-singer
of some talent, a fine bass who often worked for soirees and the Paris Opera.^® It was at
one such performance that five-year-old Henriette first heard the harp, played on that
occasion by Alphonse Hasselmans. She was thunderstruck and soon after declared to her
father, "That man will be my harp teacher."^' Her father was amused by her declaration
and replied that it may be possible when she was older.^^ Renie studied the piano until
she was eight years old, at which time she was allowed to begin her studies with
Hasselmans.-^^ Having a naturally very small stature, at eight years old Renie still could
not reach the foot pedals. Her inventive father devised a set of pedal extensions for her,^"^
which saved her from the acrobatic act of hopping on and off the stool to move the pedals
while never missing a beat with her fingers.

4^(jovea. 229.
^®Govea, 230.
^^Fran^oise des Varennes, Henriette Renie: Living Harp (Bloomington, Indiana: Music
Works- Harp Editions, 1990), 26.
52lbid.
^^Govea, 230.
54Govea, 231.
•^•Mes Varennes. 27.
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Renie entered the Paris Conservatory at age 10, where Hasselmans had just
recently been appointed Professor of harp.

Henriette loved her teacher and he

demanded a lot out of her. Telling her that he expected more because of her ability, she
worked very hard and advanced quickly.She received a second prize for harp when she
was eleven years old. The only reason the jury did not award her a first prize was that they
determined she was too young to be a professional.^^
The next year she was awarded the first place in a performance that caused
cheering and feet stomping by the appreciative audience.

The Juiy was unanimous in

their decision and the reviews were very complimentary. The critic from Figaro wrote:
Mademoiselle Renie- for that is the name of this child prodigy- is not twelve years
old, and one does not have to look fer to predict her future, since she is already an artist
who understands quite well how to charm and captivate the public The amazement and
delight of the audience was redoubled when the Premier Prix was conferred upon her
unanimous to the cheers of the entire hall.^
At twelve years old Renie had to start making her way in the world as a
professional. Due to the fame she gained following her prize winning performance, she
was soon approached by prospective students, most of whom were older than herself.
Renie soon proved to be a natural teacher as well as a fine performer.^'
In 1887 the Paris Conservatory made an exception in its age requirements and
allowed Renie to attend the academic courses she needed to round out her musical
education. She soon was studying harmony and composition under Charles Levenpveu
and Theodore Dubois. Renie's compositional abilities were considered most promising,

^^Govea, 231.
"ibid.
^^des Varennes, 32.
^^des Varennes, 33.
^®dcs Varennes, 34.
^'des Varennes, 37-38.
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and her class work was often used as an example for the rest of her class mates who were
all men. As a very proper young lady of her time, she always attended her classes with a
chaperone.® Renie soon realized that her artistic pursuits would be at odds with the idea
of marriage and hence she took joy in her family and contentrated on her studies.^^
During Renie's years as a composition student she had started her Concerto in C
Major. She completed this work in 1901 and presented it to her former composition
professor, Theodore Dubois. Dubois was highly impressed with the work and urged
Renie to submit it to Camille Chevilard, the director of the Lamoureux Orchestra.
Chevillard was similarly enthusiastic about the work and scheduled a performance.
Although Renie took ill at performance time Chevilard rescheduled its premiere. When
finally performed, the Concerto was a triumph, not only for Renie and the harp, but for
women musicians in general. At a time when other women composers remained obscure,
Renie was being accepted enthusiasticaiy by her audience and her male counterparts.^
In the course of the years Renie became more and more devout in her faith. She
was a Roman Catholic who practiced her faith at a time when the church was in disfavor
with the current government. This resulted in her being categorized as "very orthodox
and reactionary."^^ Historians surmise that, when Hasselmans passed on, her attitude
eventually led to Marcel Toumier being selected as Hasselmans' successor, even though
Hasselmans let it be known that he wanted Renie to have the post.^^ Nonetheless, this did
not stop Renie from being a forceful advocate of the harp. Students still sought her for
private instruction, and she established the first international harp competition, the

62Govea, 232.
63Ciovea. 233.
^Govea, 234.
^^Govea, 236.
^^Ibid.
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Concours Renie, in 1926 to help fight the artistic isolation that young harpists were likely
to face.^^
During World War I Rente founded her Petite Caisse des Artists which gave
financial aid to artists in need, immediately and anonymously. She iiaaiiced this fiind with
the help of contributions well after the war and until her death. The Petite Caisse des
Artists helped many a colleague, including a few celebrities, during hard times.^^
In 1914 Renie first started to make an impact in the United States of America.
Carlos Salzedo,^^ sending her a talented American student (Mldred Dilling) is quoted to
have said: "Go work with Henriette Renie; she is as high above other harpists as the sky is
above the earth.This student, Mildred Dilling, brought Renie's teaching back to the
U.S. and over the following years sent other students over to France to study with
Renie.Reni6 was otiered a contract in the U.S. by Toscanini, but she declined the offer
because she wanted to remain in Paris in case her mother needed her."^^ Renie's student,
Marcel Grandjany, also came over to the U.S. establishing Renie's further influence on the
harp in the U. S.'^^ In feet, Renie had a major influence on all three of the m.ost important
harp instructors in America at the time, Mildred Dilling, Marcel Grandjany, and Carlos
Salzedo.
Starting in 1926, Renie participated in the first radio broadcasts from the Eiffel
Tower. She also made a number of recordings for Columbia and Odeon labels. Her

^^des Varennes, 84.
^^des Varennes, 87-88.
^^Carlos Salzedo, and how he was influenced by Renie will be discussed in a following
chapter.
^®des Varennes. 92.
^llbid.
^2] bid.
^^Govea, 237.
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recording of her composition Dame des Lutins won a Prix du Disque, and all of her
recordings quickly sold out^"^
Renie started to write her Methode Complete de Harpe at the urging of her
publisher. Leduc, during World War 117^ In her method she states that the teacher should
adapt to the student's needs and deficiencies. She promoted three types of articulation:
Full, from the knuckle; half, from the middle joint; and petite, from the last joint. She also
felt that the thumb position should be adjustable according to the reach of the hand and
that the fingers should apply pressure to the strings before articulating.^^ Concerning this
facet of the technique Renie said, "Expression can only be rendered by a certain pressure
upon the cord that is more or less intense ... imperceptibly, the wrist accompanies the
articulation of each finger, following the melodic line.'^'^ Lastly, Renie supported the idea
of the right wrist resting lightly on the board.'^^
In talking about Renie, her works and her method, her student. Marcel Grandjany
said: "I am a very old pupil of her (Renie's) school; I can afiSrm that after all these years,
Henriette Renie's works, her compositions and her Methode remain a monument to her. I
am proud to say that my teaching springs from hers."'^^ Carlos Salzedo wrote to Renie
about the Methode: "Your great Methode is a gigantic, deeply captivating work. I wish
that nothing should stop the marvelous dynamism of your devotion, one may even say
sacrifice, to our cause. The harp is to Music what Music is to life."^®

^^des Varennes. 98-99.
^^Govea, 237.
76lbid.
^^des Varennes, 103.
^^Govea, 237.
"^^des Varennes, 106.
^hhid, 108.
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After the war, when Marcel Tournier retired from the harp position at the Paris
Conservatory, the class was offered to Renie. She objected and quickly pointed out to
them that she herself was four years older than the man who just retired. She did become
a voting member of the Superior Council that chose Tournier's successor, or as the case
happened, successors. The class was split into two groups under two instructors, Lily
Laskine and Pierre Jamet.^^
Renie was 80 years old when she died in! 956.^^ She continued to perform up
until her last years even though she was often unwell and suffered from sciatica and
neuritis as well as rheumatism, which fortunately did not affect her hands.^^ In 1955, the
year before her death, she prepared a concert that would have overwhelmed most other
players. In the recording of this performance one can hear her say, "My Legende, based
upon Les Elves. It is probably the last time you will hear me play it."^^ This happened to
be quite true. Her obituary in Le Figaro states:
Henriette Renie who has left us at the age of 80 was a remarkable figure in French
music. The harp owes to her what the guitar owes to Segovia... Her concerto... was a
milestone in opening wider horizons for the harp which had previously been considered a
lesser instrument. An exceptionally gifted virtuoso, a composer of great merit, a
remarkable teacher... the woman was equal to the artist. It is right that her memory be
honored.

8'Ibid. 111.
82lbid, 124.
^^Ibid, 122.
«4lbid, 123.
^^Govea, 238
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SECTION B
PIECE SYMPHONIQUE AND THE COMPOSITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF
HENRIETTERENIE
The compositional style of Henriette Renie is remarkable because of her complete,
and sometimes almost brutal, use of the harp. The entire range and all chromatic
possibilities are well exploited. Her music is not bent on effects; rather she molds the harp
to her will, writing in a symphonic style reminiscent of Franz Liszt. Usually her works
hold some poetic content as well, another remnant of the late romantic period.
An example of Renin's extreme use of the harp's range can be found in Legende.
The introduction of the work is played over a pedal tone of the lowest string of the harp.
In feet many performers do not even own harps that have this string as it only exists on a
concert grand harp. The lowest pitch is a "C" three octave below middle "C." (Example
L)
Example 1.
Mpdfpjilo.l iHtrmlurtlnuJ

XT

In the beginning of Piece Symphonique, one can see a similar approach, with low
ringing notes answered by mid-register gestures. (Example 2.)
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Example 2.
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Another example of Renie using the full extent of the harp can be seen in Example
3, where hand over hand chords (chords that have to be arpeggiated by passing one hand
over the other) are used in alternation with octaves and sweeping arpeggios.
Example 3.
Tres lar^e

Sweeping arpeggio figures are a reoccurring figuration in Rcnie's music. She took
this idea to the limit of its possibility, often having the arpeggio sustained by both hands
while the melody is played beneath it as in this example from Contemplation.
(Example 4.)
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Example 4.

'

Wurrato il vanto

This type of writing seems to be a remnant of the Romantic age. A similar passage
can be found in Franz Poenitz's Nordische Ballade. (Example 5.) It is possibile that
Renie was familiar with this piece. It needs to be remembered that the nineteenth-century
salon repertoire made up the bulk of the harpist's repertoire at that time, and it was Renie,
Toumier, Grandjany, and Salzedo who contributed in many ways to most of the harp
music which exists today.
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Example 5.

Renie often requires the harpist to do tilings that are technically risky such as this
descending run from Legende.

(Example 6.)

Example 6.

This difficult descent of tenths, is actually not written as tenths, but through Renies
ingenious use of enharmonic respelling, that is the way it is played.
Renie uses enharmonic rcspcllings in this manner tliroughoiit her works. In
Example 3, line 3, measure 2, the descending arpeggios all have the same "shape" after
the Eb's are respelled as D#'s. This makes them easier to find with the lingers, therefore

^%es Varennes, 65.
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easier to play very quickly. It is interesting to note that even though this is not clearly
indicated in the score, it has been passed down from teacher to student. This happens
often with harp scores as they soon go out of print and sometimes before they are edited
for errors.
In the next example from Piece Symphonique, enliarmonic respellings are used in a
way that is reminiscent of Parish Alvars. Here they are used to create something that is
fingered like a scale, but to the ear sounds as if there are repeated notes and skipped
intervals. (Example 7.)
Example 7.
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Other reminders of Parish Alvars and Hasselnians can be found in Renin's writing,
in how she uses repeated note elTects, such as these examples.
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Example 8. Piece Symphonique.
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Example 9. Legende.
Mauo Vi'«»

fiMo mureotii.

Another aspect that is indicative of Renin's harp music is how she uses
enharmonics to execute chromatic passages. Renie's music uses dense Romantic era
harmonies which often require challenging pedal movements. Renie managed to execute
these harmonies on the harp through deft placement of the pedal movements. It is not
uncommon to find passages where one or two pedals have to be moved about every beat
to get around the harmonies. The harmonic changes are made possible when the pedals
are moved. It is very easy to move two pedals at once, but only if they are on opposite
sides of the pedal box. This is something often overlooked by a non-harpist composing
for the harp but used to great effect by a harpist composing for the instrument.
Example 10 is from Piece Symphonique. In the second measure, there are two
required pedal moves for every beat. They are always on opposite sides of the pedal box,
and moving the pedals in rhythm with the chords virtually eliminates any noise caused by
pedal movement.
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Example 10.

Renie often wrote passages where the performer has to play quickly and move
pedals quickly at the same time. Note the fast-moving 16th note passage from Piece
Symphonique in Example 11.
Example 11.
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One of the more famous chromatic pieces for the harp is Renie's Danse des Lutins.
It is notorious in the repertoire for containing approximately 300 pedal changes in three
and a half minutes of music. The fingers have to move quickly also as it is a lively piece in
3/8 time and marked Vivo Scherzando. The reason that all the pedal motion in this piece
works without too much noise is an interesting phenomenon. Whereas the pedals will
often buzz if there are too many strings ringing, this is much less prevalent when playing in
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the upper register. When one is playing the upper registers of the harp the strings vibrate
only a very short time after plucked because of their small size. This means that the pedals
can be moved frequently while playing these strings with little chance buzzing due to the
pedal mechanism coming in contact with vibrating strings. Most of Danse des Lutins is in
the upper registers of the harp. In feet a great deal of the work is written on a grand staff
that consists of two lines of treble ctet (Example 12.)
Exampie-12.

HARPE-

Renie was too well trained as a composer to compose a whole piece to be played
in the upper register. When she does move down to the lower register in this work, the
chromatisim is much less prevalent. (Example 13.) As the harpist moves lower on the
harp and hence to longer strings the chances of unwanted buzzing increases because the
longer the string, then the longer it vibrates. The lower register passage shown in
Example 13 has only two pedals to be moved, and these can be moved after the hands are
already placed on the strings involved, insuring that there is no unwanted buzzing.
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Example 13.

Renie also expertly exploited the fact that the harp can be played in the same
register by both hands at the same time because the hands can approach the same strings
from both sides ofthe instrument. This kind of approach can lead to interesting effects.
In Example 14, she uses this idea to give the effect of goblin's dancing.
Example 14. Legende.
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She also used the exchange of hands to get a repeated note effect in her Ballade
Fantastiqm. (Example 15.)
Example 15.
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^^iijp I ipj^

I •'iP •'jP

PP IrggieriSBinw

One of the more fascinating aspects of Renie"s harp compositions is her use of
muffling. She often requires the performer to use quick and precise muffles of a kind that
are nowdays more associated with jazz performance. This effect is basically a strict
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adhearment to the rest. In Example 16 from Piece Symphonique she indicates this muffling
by marking it Etoujfiz tres vite.
Example 16.
%SUuffi9irsi( vii6

Simili

MhUr/fes ffift t'fffi
Asdaute

The next example also seems to indicate this kind of muffling by the fact that it is
marked Tres rythme and by how clearly the rests are all marked and by the fact that there
are many notes indicated staccato. A double muffle sign also follows the passage.
Example 17. Ballade Fantastique.
Ret

Lal>

>•

' " h i . , .

gff • > ?
r-r 1 ti IT""'® • • 1•

4
h'

•

The next example not only characterizes itself by the use of muffling.
but also by very carefol use of the area of the string in which it is played to exploit the
different timbres. There are indications of Pres de la table (near the board), Milieu des
cordes (middle of the strings), as well as a place where both hands are quickly muffled.
Example 18. Piece Symphonique.
^ ' 0

Ms ^

(fo/if

{^Uieu (ten eertUm}
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Renie did a great deal of this combining of effects. In Example 19 from Legende,
Renie combines the Pr^s de la table effect with playing with the fingernails for two chords
and then contrasted with a chord of harmonics.
Example 19.
{ l a tuM**a * w {<•»

iMil.
In Example 20 from Dame des Lutins Renie uses many different effects combined
with a "call and answer" compositional effect. First she states an idea in the middle of the
strings, then she answers it with delicately rolled chords. Next, a statement is made in
harmonics and is then answered in Pres de la table.
Example 20.

• _

Poco pit.

Tempo^ poco

iemo
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While to some it is possible that Renin's music may be considered old fashioned in
comparison with many of her contemporaries who were experimenting with new ideas
such as impressionism and atonality, there is very little old fashioned about the way she
used the harp. Even works which followed Renie's do not match her complete command
of the instrument's range and the demands she places on the performer's facility. Thus,
she truly pushed the boundaries of the harp's capacity and the way it was perceived.

^^des Varennes, 65.
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CHAPTER 5
SECTION A
MARCEL LUCIEN TOURNIER
(B. 1879, PARIS, FRANCE; D. 1951, PARIS, FRANCE)
BIOGRAPHY
Marcel Lucien Toumier started his musical studies at the piano and by studying
soffiige. He was sixteen when he started his study of the harp with Alphonse
Hasselmans.®^ After two years of private study, Toumier entered the harp class at the
Paris Conservatory and in another two years he won the Premier Prix in harp. He also
discovered another musical passion: composition.
Although Toumier wished to concentrate on composing, his family was of modest
means, forcing him to look for work. He chose not to follow a solo harp career, and
instead pursue orchestral work to support himself. He attained the positions of harpist at
both the Paris Opera and at the Opera Comique.^^
Toumier studied composition, counterpoint, and fugue with Caussade, Lenepveu,
and Martenot. In 1909 he won the Deuxi6me Grand Prix de Rome for his work La
Roussalka, "Cantate." In the same year he won the Prix Rossini and recognition from the
Institute de France for Laure et Petrarque, "Scene lyrique en quatre episodes.

These

awards affirmed Toumier's abilities as a composer and he became a teacher in harmony

^^Compared to his contemporary, Renie, who had her premier prix at the age of eleven.
Toumier at sixteen was considerably older when he started to play the harp,
^^Govea, 282.
Scott Grimes. "Marcel Toumier: Musicien Complet," AHJ 10, no. 3 (Summer 1986):
4.
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and counterpoint at the conservatory. He was also commissioned to write the 1912
concours piece for the conservatory harp class, a work titled Feerie, prelude et danse?^
In 1912 Hasseknans retired and shortly thereafter passed away. Three candidates
were considered for his position in the Paris Conservatory: Raphael Martenot, Henriette
Renie, and Marcel Toumier. Martenot was not rounded musically as well as the other
two, and it was probably Toumier's Prix de Rome that gave him an edge over Renie, as
well as the fact that Renie had been labeled as reactionary for her religious beliefe.^^ The
choice of Toumier over Reni6 resulted in a split in the French school of harp technique;
Renin's private studio became known as the "School ofReni^" and Toumier insisted his
students refer to his school as the "French School of Hasseknans", in deference to his
teacher."It isn't my 'school,'" Toumier often said, "...not ofMlle. Reni6, not ofMtne.
Laskine—it's the method of the 'Hasselmans school.Toumier did not consider Renie's
technique substantiaUy dijEFerent from his own; instead he saw just a slight difference in
how the thumb was held.^^ Toumier also said that it was Hasselmans who transformed
the articulation of the hand which permitted the harp to give its ''plentitude, " or fullness.^^
Toumier molded his teaching technique from one student to another in order to bring out
each individual student's voice.He also very rarely demonstrated in class so that the
students would all use their own ideas instead of imitate him.^^

^'Many of the pieces written as concours works for the Paris Conservatory have become a
basis of the harp repertoire.
mentioned before in the chapter about Henriette Renie.
^^Govea, 283.
^"^Grimes, 7.
^^This idea that Renie was a variation on the French School of Hasslemans could also be
extrapolated to the schools of Grandjany and Salzedo.
^^Grimes, 7.
^"^Grimes, 10.
^^Govea, 284.
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Toumier chose to focus most of his efforts on composition instead of performance.
In feet, Ms student Jacqueline Borot said that he "sacrificed his instrument for
composition."^ He was dedicated to expanding the repertoire of the harp which, unlike
most other instruments, had a substantially smaller repertoire. Hence, Toumier did not
pursue a performance career even though he was an extren^ly fine player; intead he
focused on composition, as he felt that his time was better spent In that endeavor.^®®
Toumier's oeuvre includes 24 works for solo harp as well as 20 for harp and other
instruments. He also wrote six works for piano and six for orchestra.

Toumier

transformed the repertoire of the harp from a parlor instument into a concert one and first
brought the harp into the world of contemporary music

as he embraced the school of

French impressionism. He counted Debussy and Ravel among his fi-iends, and he had
influence on Noel-Gallon and Marcel Samuel- Rousseau, as they both composed for the
harp as a result of their acquaintance with Toumier.

In the words ofF. Scott Grimes,

"Among his contemporaries, some would share in the new order (notably the younger
Carlos Sakedo); some would resist it (Henriette Renie); some would refine and develop it
(Marcel Grandjany)."'^^
Toumier's viewpoint on composing for the harp, his ideas as to what was
idiomatic to the instrument, along with a history of the harp can all be found in a book by
Toumier titled simply ''The Harp," which was published posthumously, largely thanks to
his close fiiend Marcel Dupre's efforts.'®^ This source is most useful in understanding

^"^Grimes, 10.
lOOGrunes, 9.
Grimes, 12-14. See appendix C for a listing of Toumier's compositional output.
'®^Grimes, 4.
'^^Grimes, 6.
^ ^Grimes, 4.
•O^ibid.
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exactly what Toumier intended in his compositions as well as actively codifying notational
aspects ofharp music and precisely defining harp effects for composers and players alike
who wish to use them.
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SECTION B
FEERE, PRELUDE ETDANSE
AND
THE COMPOSITIONAL CONTMBUTIONS OF MARCEL TOUKNIER

In order to approach the music of Marcel Toumier, it is useful to turn to his own
book on the subject,

The Harp.

As Marcel Dupre notes in the prefece, Toumier sets

forth a study of "every modem method of performance (of the harp) with such clarity and
precision that the reader... is tenqjted to think of himself as a skilled harpist."^®^
The first aspects discussed by Toumier are the registration of the harp and the
pedal mechanism. He charts out the range of the instrument and points out that the middle
and low registers are more sonorous than the upper range, which has a tendency to be dry.
Example 1.
more aad mor©

attmuatedl and diy

Estcellent sonormis refistratioM'

Gut strings

He also draws attention to the fact that even though the hap can be played in all keys, the
most resonant keys on the instrument are those that are flattened, because in these keys
the vibrating strings strings are longest.
In Example 2 the theme is stated in C major. Later on in the piece the same
material returns in Db major. (Example 3.) In comparing the two passages one can hear

l®%arcel Toumier, The Harp (Paris: Henry Lemoine et Cie, 1959), Prefece.
'O^Tournier, 43.
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the difference in resonance between the two keys. One can also see that Toumier cleverly
used this effect as a compositional tool to bring more impact to a restated theme.
Example 2.

Example 3

Toumier started using key signatures in a new way. The harp's pedals can be set
in various combinations resulting in the fact that, in Toumier's words: "Unusual tonalities
can be created." He indicated this type of key signature by placing the sharp or flat signs
on the lines or spaces of the notes that need to be altered, often mixing flats and sharps
together. (Example 4.) The harpist would then set those pedals in the positions indicated.
The following example shows this idea as implemented by Toumier in one of his own
works. Piece Negres (Exan^le 4).
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Example 4.
(J=63)

p cUar and light

Bs-,

This concept of the artificial key signature lends itself well to use on the harp, as
the pedals can be set before a piece is played, altering the instrument's tone arrangement
so that a traditional scale is no longer heard; instead, the harp becomes set in the mode or
synthetic scale devised by the composer. This is a very efficient way to write this kind of
music for the harp. Rather than cluttering up the page with a multitude of accidentals, the
corrfsoser indicates them in the key signature. The influence of this concept can be seen in
Examples 5, which is from a work by the late twentieth-century composer Bernard Andres
called Absfdioles (1974). In this work Andres uses Toumier's key signature device to
indicate the setting of the pedals.
Example 5.

The next musical device explored by Tournier is the use and notation of the pedal
slide. This effect is very idiomatic to the harp and has been in use in the literature for a
long time, but in the pre-Toumier literature it had never been clearly notated.
When a pedal is moved while a string is still vibrating the string's pitch is altered as
the mechanism is engaged, causing the pitch to literally "slide" up or down. When
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Toumier indicated a pedal slide he used a wavy line in between the pitches to indicate that
they were to be played as a pedal slide. (Example 6.)'®^
Example 6.
note played

note played

This indication of pedal slides seems to be the most common way seen in harp
music. This may be due to the feet that Toumier codified these symbols and then used
them eflfectiveiy in Ms music. One of the best known exanspies of this device can be found
in Jazz- Band Op. 33 (Example 7.)
Example 7.
A

&

&

&

Some of Toumier's coEegues started to use pedal slides in their harp works, as can
be seen in this example from Divertissements II, a I 'Espagnole by Andr6 Caplet. (Example

8.)

Example 8.

^^^Tournier, 45.
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Another characteristic harp device is the enharmonic, or as Toumier called it, the
synonym,'®^ which is a note that has the same pitch class such as Ab and G# . Because
of the pedal mechanism these pitches could be played both on the "A" strings and/or on
the "G" strings. Toumier carefiilfy indicates these synonymous notes in his book.
(Example 9.) At the same time he indicates the notes that do not have synonyms, which
are D, G, and A.
Example 9,

•

I

'W'

Db-

ijT*

.tj.

.5

Ek

A,

Xo syaonyiB

Gk

i

Xo sjmonyns

ix

B b.

No ayaonyin

Toumier advocated the use of the synonym to create effective repeated note
figures. He indicates how a single note can be played on two strings, two notes on four
strings, etc. (Example 10).^^®
Example 10.
One note is repeated on two strings:

aw haiptot jisp
Two motes, on 4 strings:

Hue® notes oa 6 strings:
J

^^Toumier, 47.
^ ^^Toumier, 48.
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Toumier used synonyms extensively in FMe, prelude et danse. Example 11 is an
illustration of how he used two different synonyms in scale passages. When played, these
scales sound very fluid, unlike the way they would sound if the repeated notes were played
on one string, which would sound interrupted and would be impossible to play at the
tempo indicated.
Example 11.

Another way Tourmer used the repeated note was to create a murmuring ostinato
figure. In Example 12, from Fderie, prelude et danse, he uses this effect over the octave
by having the second F sharp in the right hand played as a G flat.
Example 12.

He also uses an ostinato of repeated notes as well as repeated note scales in his
piece Etude de Concert, "Au matin." (Example 13.) The notes played enharmonicaliy are
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circled, which is a common way harpists indicate them in their scores. This practice of
circling the notes to be played enharmonically was suggested by Tournier.
Example 13.

Tournier used two effects which he considered his own additions to the harp's
collection of sounds. The first of these is the glissando-piccolo. Before Toumier, the
shortest glissando used on the harp spanned an octave (Rimsky-Korsakov, Capriccio
Espagnol). Tournier envisioned a glissando-piccolo that could be played both
aggressively and softly.'^ ^ ^ An example of this can be i)und in Jazz Band. (Example 14.) It
is also interesting to note that in Jazz Band the glissando-piccolo is played two ways: a)
with the flesh of the thumb, as shown in Example 14, and b) with the fingernail of the
index inger which occurs later in the piece.

'' 'Tournier, 81.
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Example 14.
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The other new effect devised by Toumier is the glissando chord. This is ereated
when a cluster of notes is glissed quickly and aggressively in substitution for a chord.
These chords are indicated by the words "glissez rapid."^

Example 15, from Jazz

Band.)
Example 15.
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This effect has been used by other composers since Tournier. Elliot Carter uses
the glissando chord to create tone clusters in his harp solo Bariolage, (Example 16.) He
indicates them with a simple arrow in the direction that the chord is to be glissed.

^'^Toumier, 68.
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Example 16.
17

r

m
nnrmaie

Ml

Alberto Ginastera also uses glissando chords extensively in his Harp Concerto.
(Example 17.) His are indicated by a piano roll sign and an airow indicating the direction
of the glissando.
Example 17,

Toumier also discusses in his book the more effective ways of writing chords,
glissandi, and arpeggios for the harp. Because the harpist is using only eight fingers,
arpeggio formations that would work on the keyboard can be extremely complicated on
the harp. However, arpeggios are very effective on the harp when written properly to fall
into four finger handfuls. Toumier used them most brilliantly in Feerie, prelude et dame.
The two following examples (Example 18 and Example 19) demonstrate Toumier's
arpeggio writing.

Example 18.
U'/ll'tl'l

B'-S

« $>eu cf' fc^Hdo

Example 19.

i

Another example of Toumier's characteristic style of arpeggio writing seen in Example 20
from Feerie. In this example the thumb has the leading melody while the arpeggio is
sustained in both hands.
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Example 20.
Pooo piu lento

'fris traii^uillement)

iSs t'hmii ensprmstf et en dehw.s}

PP <I'aooompajernement ires f/Jhce)
Gabriel Faure uses this effect in both of Ms solo harp works. Example 21 is from
Impromptu and Example 22 is from Une Chdteline en sa tour.
Example 21.

Allegro con mote

Example 22.
Andante. J- a 88
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The importance of The Harp by Marcel Toumier should not be underestimated.
With the codification of his innovations such as the pedal slide, glissando chord,
glissando-piccolo, and synonyms, these effects have become standard elements in harp
compositions. Toumier's influence is evident in the woite of other harpists and
composers including Salzedo, Grandjany, Caplet, Noel Gallon, Samuel-Rousseau, Faure
and Andres.
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CHAPTER 6
SECTION A
MARCEL GRANDJANY
(B. 1891, PARIS, FRANCE; D. 1976, NEW YORK CITY)
BIOGRAPHY
Marcel Grandjany was bom to a very musical family. His uncle, Lucien
Grandjany, was a professor of organ and solfege at the Paris Conservatory and his cousin,
Juliette Grandjany, was a graduate of the Paris Conservatory, a teacher in the Paris public
schools and a prize winner in solfege and piano accompaniment.'
Marcel's parents, Marie Jeanne Hugo and Eugene Grandjany, had a very short
marriage and soon after their separation his mother died when Marcel was four years
old. ^

Being orphaned by his mother and abandoned by his father, young Marcel was

taken in by his paternal aunt who ran a boarding house in Paris. Many of these boarders
were music students and Marcel found himself again living in a house filled with music.
His cousin, Juliette, noticed the child's interest in music and taught him piano
harmony and solfege. It was her idea to introduce him to her friend Henriette Rente.
Grandjany had become quite accomplished on the piano but Juliette was aware of the fact
that there were already a great many pianists. She asked Renie if there was a future for a
male harpist and Reni^ replied in the affirmative because there were hardly any.'

Renie

g a v e Grandjanya scholarship f o r life. H e never h a d t o p a y for a lesson from h e r . H e

' '^Govea, 106.
^l%id.
ll^Govea, 107.
^ '^Ruth K. Inglefield, Marcel Grandjany: Concert Harpist, Composer, and Teacher
(Washington D.C..'University Press of America, 1977), 7-9.
' '^Ingelfield, 9.
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studied with her until he was 18, which means that he was still studying with Renie while
he was also studying with Hasselmans at the Paris Conservatory, to which he was
admitted at age eleven. Even though there was some difficulty in "serving two masters,"
as Grandjany said, he was still able to please them both, even though Hasslemans did not
approve of the arrangement and made things more difficult for him. ^
In 1905, at the age of 13» Grandjany won first prize in harp at the conservatory.
At the urging of his cousin Juliette, he continued on in his studies and in 1909 he won a
iirst prize in harmony and a secondary prize in counterpoint. He was exposed to French
Impressionism by his teacher, Jean Roger-Ducasse, who was Gabriel Faure's assistant. He
was also influenced by Paul Vidal, professor of composition.^
Grandjany became a finalist in the Prix de Rome competition in 1913, along with
classmates Marcel Toumier and Lili Boulanger, but he became ill during the final round
and had to withdraw from the competition.
During this time Grandjany began to build a career as a solo performer and a
private teacher. He performed often at the Salle firard and the Concerts Lamoureux.
World War 1 interrupted his developing career. He hurried to enlist but was unable to
serve due to ill health.

He took this rather badly and considered it a disgrace to have to

stay behind while his friends were in the battlefield.

He never touched the harp during

the war and instead served as the organist and part-time choral director at Le
Sacre-Coeur. ^^4

ll^Govea, 107.
"^Govea, 107-8
120Govea, 108.
121 Ibid.
'^^Ibid.
12-^lnglefield, 13.
l^^Govea, 108.
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After the war Grandjany returned to the harp and to concertizing. At this time he
met his fiiture wife. Georgette Boulanger;^^^ they married in 1919.^^^ For a time
Georgette joined her husband on the concert stage as a singer.

After their son,

Bernard, was bom in 1930, Georgette was all too happy to give up the concert stage,
since she suffered from stage fright, ^^8
In 1921, Grandjany was asked to join the feculty of the Conservatoire Am^ricain at
Fontainebleau, where he joined colleagues such as Nadia Boulanger, Paul Vidal, and
Charles-Marie Widor. He stayed on the faculty until 1935.^^^
Grandjany began touring as a solo artist during his tenure at Fontainebleu. This
was an adventuresome undertaking because at the time the harp was not considered a
legitimate solo instrument^^®. This is a concept that Grandjany would change in his
lifetime. In 1927 he gave a very &mous recital at the Salle 6rard that was considered a
major breakthrough for the solo harp. Until that time people did not think that the harp
could hold an audiences attention in a solo recital but Grandjany proved them v^rong.
This performance was publicized as the first solo harp concert.
(Example 1 is a program of the 1927 Salle 6rard concert.)

^^^Georgette was not related to Nadia or Lili Boulanger.
'^^Govea, 108.
^^^Inglefield, 15.
'^^^Govea, 108.
129ibid.
130lbid.
^^^Govea, 109. Previous to the Salle Erard concert Grandjany gave a debut solo recital in
New York at Aeolian Hall. See Inglefield, 38-39.
132Nicanor Zabaleta, "From Parish Alvars to Grandjany: A tribute to Grandjany on his
80th Birthday,"
3, no.3 (Spring 1972): 29.
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The late great concert harpist Nicanor 2abaleta attended this recital with his
teacher, Marcel Toumier. Prior to-this milestone recital, one . could have questioned
whether the harp could hold the audience's interest and attention for an entire evening.
Zabaleta said of the resulting performance; "It was wonderful!. It was exciting, played by
Graadjany. Marcel Toumier was totally convinced, enthusiastic, and I must say that for
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me it was an inspiration, a path which guided my foture career."

The critics agreed

with Zabaleta and Toumier as is shown by this review from the Paris Times.
The harp becomes the most exquisite of instruments when played by a virtuoso
such as Marcel Grandjany. Classics, modern, and old masterpieces of the clavecin alike
ripple through his fingers with precision and dexterity. He gave a rare delight to his
enthusiastic audience; if it had its way almost every number would have been repeated.
There was beautiful simplicity to his rendering of the eighteenth century pieces by Loeillet,
Bach and Couperin, and infinite poetry in ZabeFs "Marguerite au Rouet, " Renin's
"Legende, " and Pieme's "Caprice." The last group was of modem French, including a
delightful piece of his own composition entitled "Dans la Foret du Charme et
L'Enchantment."^^^
When Grandjany first started his study of the harp he still preferred the piano,
partially because his harp was of poor quality and also because of the poorer quality of the
harp's repertoire which at the time consisted mostly of the salon works of Bochsa,
Naderman and Parish Alvars.^^^ Looking at the 1927 Salle firard program one can see
that Grandjany had not only brought the harp out of the salon, but also had reshaped its
repertoire. The only one of the older 19th-century works to be used on this program was
the Zabel work. The rest of the program was made up of newer works by harpists such as
Grandjany himself, Renie and Tournier, new transcriptions that Grandjany had created
from the works of masters such as Bach and Couperin, and pieces that would have been
new works at the time by composers such as Caplet, Prokofieff, Samuel Rousseau and
Pieme.
Grandjany did a great deal to reshape the repertoire of the harp through his
compositions and transcriptions

as well as fostering new works for the instrument.

133zabalcta, 29.
'^"^Inglefield, 41.
^^^Margaret Bamett, "Grandjany, A Precious Heritage," ^4///3, no.2 (Fall 1971): 9.
^^^See Appendix D for a listing of Grandjany's compositions and transcriptions for the
harp.
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He also searched through libraries and brought back to light such masterworks for the
harp as Handel's Bb Concerto, Mozart's Concerto for Flute and Harp, and C. P. E.
Bach's Sonata in Gmin.
Despite the success of performances such as this, Grandjany encountered great
difficulties with Ms pioneering efforts of bringing the solo harp to the public. He would
perform wherever an audience could be found.This sometimes led to interesting
venues such as high schools, churches and private gatherings, and one interesting
performance in the Crystal Garden pool.'^^
In 1935 Grandjany moved to the United States forseeing the Nazi threat to the
peace in France. He settled in New York City and became a professor at The Juilliard
School.'^® Later, in 1943, he started a harp class at the Conservatoire de Musique et
d'Art Draniatique in Montreal, where he taught regularly for twenty years. He also
opened the harp department at the Manhatten School of Music in 1956.'^' Grandjany
was extremely devoted to teaching. Often he would take hours with a student. Here is a
diary entry from one of his students: "November 14. Grandjany has been so generous. At
first, he was going to give me a one hour lesson a week, then he said he would break up
that hour into two half hour lessons. Every single lesson, though it is supposed to be a
half hour is NEVER shorter than one and a half hours and sometimes more.
Grandjany was regarded with great affection by his students. Rosemary Evans
Hinman characterizes Grandjany's approach to teaching in this quote: 'The perfection that

' ^^Barnett, 9.
'-^'^Govea, 109.
^^^Inglefield, 43
'^^Govea, 109.
'^iGovea, 110.
''^^Inglefield, 85
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Mr. Grandjany demanded from himself in his own playing inspired his students to reach for
levels higher than they ever though possible to attain. But one remembers above all his
gentleness and love; for he did love all his students as his 'children.As for Grandjany,
this is what he said about teaching: " The teacher's most useful task is to inculate into his
students the belief that they must be first of all, musicians, and, after this, harpists. To be a
musician is more important than to play the harp and it requires longer and deeper
study."
Another major driving purpose in Grandjany's life was the formation and
establishment of the American Harp Society, which was founded in 1962.^^^ He was also
a judge at the First International Harp Competition in Israel which occurred in 1959.^"^
After he took the post at Juilliard, Grandjany did not tour or perform as often. As
he got older he was frequently iU and accident prone. In 1976 he entered the hospital for
some tests and there he suffered a stroke that took his life.

He never did write a

method for the harp even though he was frequently approached on the matter. About this
he said, "I have lots of material, but my ideas keep changing." He also said, "The harp is a
very personal instrument—you touch the strings and you feel the music. So there can be no
universal method, although there are certain principles that must be observed."^^^

I43inglefield, 97.
I44inglefield, 118
'"^^Govea, 110.
^^^Rensch, 260.
^"^^Govea. 111.
'"^^amett, 12.
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SECTION B
RHAPSODIE FOR HARP AND THE COMPOSITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS
OF MARCEL GRANDJANY

Marcel Grandjany's music ranges in compositional style from Post-Romanticism
(Rhapsodic) to French Impressionism {Children's Hour Suite andAutomne) and finally to
Modernism {Divertissement).
Grandjany considered composition as important to him as playing the harp. From
the time he started composing the reaction to his music was fevorable^^^. One of his first
successful works was the Poeme Symphonique for horn, harp and orchestra. Henriette
Renie played the harp at the world premiere and Gabriel Pieme conducted.'
Of all of Grandjany's compositions the ones that seemed to generate the most
critical interest were the Rhapsodic and the fairy tale work Dans le Foret du Charme et de
L 'Enchantment. ^ ^ ^
Rhapsodic for the harp was written for the express purpose of being the first piece
on a recital program. In it Grandjany tried, quite successfully, to introduce the listener to
the fall range of sound of which the harp is capable.

The work is based on the

piainchant Salve festa dies, a French Benedictine chant used for the Easter services.
The Rhapsodic follows Renie's example of composing works for solo harp with a

^'^^Inglefield, 57.
^^^Ingiefield, 58.
^^4nglefield, 62.
^^^Bamett, 10.
^^^Jane B. Weidensaul, ''Salve festa dies, the Piainchant Foundation of Grandjany's
Rhapsodic," AHJ\3, no. 1 (Summer 1991): 26.
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symphonic concept and her philosophy that one should "impose the harp" at the beginning
of a program.'

Because of this, it is fitting that the work is dedicated to Renie.

In the Rhapsodic Grandjany does indeed coax from the harp a foil range of sound
and subtle eflfect. It starts in g minor which is a fairly resonant key on the harp and one
that offers a nice range of modulation possibilities while dealing with the pedals. The
initial statement is majestic and marked en Recit as befitting the plainchant foundation.
Example 2.
Tres largement ( 66 « J Mrirou)
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After stating the chant, Grandjany develops it using the foil range and sound of the
harp. He uses a "three-handed" technique reminiscent of Parish Alvars as shown in
Example 3.

^^^Weidensaul, 27.
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Example 3.
Piu animalo J a 80

f\

J.

1

1

Similar to the three-handed technique, but a bit more modest, is the concept of a
"singing thumb," or a place where the melody occurs in the thumb and the accompaniment
figure is realized with both hands. This concept works very well on the harp particularly
when the accompaniment is arpeggiated. Grandjany uses this melodic idea in the
Rhapsodie as shown in the following example.
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Example 4.
Allegro Moderate 78
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It is particularly eflfective when he expands this singing thumb idea to include foil
chords and octaves on the melody, accompanied by arpeggios and with low ringing bass
notes as in this next example. When listened to, this section truly does sound as if the
player is using a third hand.
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Example 5.
Tempo piu lento jaM

Solt

To accommodate this three tier approach to writing for the harp, Grandjany would
sometimes resort to using a third stalf, such as in organ music. (Example 6.)
Example 6. Rhapsodic

Fa P par Mi ||
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Most of the drama of the Rhapsodie occurs in the cadenza. This section starts out
with the fast flourishes one would associate with a cadenza, but it is the setting of the
chant theme that is of interest. Grandjany used a series of timbral effects to create the
sound of plainchant style singii^.
Example 7.
Lent
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As seen in Example 7, Grandjany first uses a left hand harmonic against the right
hand playing near the board of the harp. Because the harmonic sounds the same pitch as
the note being plucked by the right hand, the two effects melt into each other, creating a
sound that is open and airy. Then Grandjany changes the right hand part to a series of
parallel triads with the left hand still playing harmonics. This warms up the sound but still
has a very open feel. This section sounds as if one is hearing a chant sung in a cathedral
far away in the distance.
Grandjany would often use timbral combinations as found in Example 7 in both his
compositions and in his transcriptions, although it is used more often in his transcriptions.
It is very common for him to first state an idea as written, then switch to "pres de la
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table," and then use harmonics on the third statement, such as in Example 8 from
Grandjany's transcription of Andaluza by E. Granados.
Example 8.
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In his own compositions Grandjany uses effects sparingly so that when they are
used, they are much more effective, as the following trill passage from Children's Hour
Suite shows. (Example 9.)
Example 9. Giddup Pony from Children's Hour Suite.
Piu vivo
r. A.

d tfit atitsimo

raU. mmi
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Another interesting thing Grandjany does in Children's Hour is the way he uses
pedal slides to resolve suspensions, rather than a percussive effect as it was used by
Toumier. (Examples 10 and 11.)
Example 10. Giddup Pony from Children's Hour Suite.
Piu vivo

It is also interesting to note that Grandjany uses a descending fingernail glissando
in the following example.
Example 11. The Sandman from Children's Hour Suite.
Lento

In Example 11 not only is a pedal slide used but the notes that are slid arc played
as harmonics. This is unique in the harp's literature.
Grandjany thought of himself as a musician first then as a harpist and composer.
This probably explains why he was not so much interested in exploiting the harp as he was
elevating the art of playing it. His most modern composition for the harp is
Divertissement. This work sounds more like Hindemith than a work written by the same
man who wrote the Rhapsodic discussed earlier. Divertissement is written in three
sections. Canon, Fughetta, and Final; all of these are highly structured forms. Except for
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the occassional use of harmonics and playing near the board, there is not much that would
describe this work as a "harp" work. Examples 12-14 are illustrations from the three
sections of Divertissement.
Example 12.1. Canon.
Allegro coo moto J=iso

f i 1 gioooso
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Example 13.11. Fughetta.
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Example 14. III. Final.
Allegro spiritoso J = 160 environ
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These examples have been mentioned because this work needs to be brought to
light. It does not seem to be performed often if at all today, despite being such a pleasing
and well-thought-out piece. It is also one that is composed for music's sake and not as a
virtuosi show piece, which is rather uncommon in the tradition of the harpist/composer.
Another work of Grandjany's to note is Dans la Foret du Charme et I'Enchantment. It is
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another interesting and rather modern sounding work for the time it was written. It is
fascinating that the works that were written in the Post Romantic and Impressionistic
styles are often performed, but the works written in the "modern" style have fallen into
disuse. There is a wealth of repertoire in the music of Grandjany that is not being used
and therefore even most harpists are unaware of his true stature as a composer.
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CHAPTER 7
SECTION A
CARLOS SALZEDO
(b. 1885, ARCACHON, FRANCE; d. 1961, WATERVILLE, ME)
BIOGRAPHY

Carlos Salzedo was bom as Charles Moise Leon Salzedo (sometimes spelled
Salcedo), to parents Isaac Gaston and Therese Judith Anna Silva.'^^ A number of the
Salzedo femily's ancestors settled in the Basque region of France in the 1750s. The
family's professional history shows a line of merchants, brokers and Jewish religious
leadersJ

Anna Silva was a fine pianist and served as court musician to the Spanish

royal family when they summered in Biarritz. Gaston was a singer, who also taught
singing and conducted choral groups'
Leon-Charles' talent for music was discovered when he was very young. He
started the piano at the age of three, and a few years later studied solfege and piano at the
Bordeaux conservatory. He took first prizes at his level in both of these areas by the age
of nine.

The schools director told Leon-Charles' fether that there was not much more

they could teach the youngster, so the family moved to Paris and he was entered into the
Paris Conservator)' as a solfege student. He finished the course in one year being the only
student to correctly take down a musical dictation that the examiners had considered

'-^-^Dewey Owens, Carlos Salzedo: From Aeolian to Thunder (Chicago, III: Lyon and
Healy, 1992), 3.
156lbid.
157Govea,251.
158lbid.
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eliminating because of its complexity.'

It was decided that young Salzedo should take a

second instmment and because of his somewhat frail health his father decided that
Leon-Charles would study the harp.'^ At that time in history the harp was not
considered a physically demanding instrument, but rather a parlor instrument, suited to
young ladies, even though there had been many notable male harpists.
As a beginning instrumentalist Leon-Charles couki not study the harp at the
conservatory so he started his harp studies with Marguerite Achaud, who was offering
free lessons at the time. In a few months Mile. Achaud arranged for Salzedo to meet
Alphonse Hasselmans.'^' Hasselmans offered Salzedo a private scholarship and in a year
Salzedo was admitted to the conservatory's harp class.
While studying in Paris, Salzedo worked as second harpist with the Lamoureux
Orchestra and as substitute harp for the Olympia and Folies-Bergeres. After graduation he
worked as solo harpist, first harpist and pianist at the New Casino in Biarritz."'^ Salzedo
then worked with the Orchestre des Concerts Colonne, first while they were on tour and
then later as both solo harpist and solo pianist. In 1903, at the age of eighteen, Salzedo
made his recital debut on both the harp and piano at the Salle Erard in Paris. It was
around that time that Salzedo chose to change his name from Charles to Carlos and then
completely dropped the Leon. The reasons and reactions to this change are unsure. One
source states that he did this to honor his father's Spanish-Jewish background,'^ but
another states that Salzedo's father strongly objected to the name change and was furious

l59owens, 7.
^^^Govea, 251.
16l0wens, 7.
'^'-Owens, 9.
I6%bid
^64Govea, 252.
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when Ms son changed it publicly.

Most likely the change was made to reflect the

strong attachment that he had to the Basque region of his birth and because he was
devoted to his iknily's Basque housekeeper, Marthe Bideberripe, who started taking care
of him when his mother died. Salzedo stayed in contact with Marthe and sent her a
stipend until her death in 1928; he also paid for her funeral.This Basque influence also
explains Salzedo's fascination with the number five and its possible applications to musical
composition, as the Basques have a great respect for the possible occult ramifications of
that number.
In 1909 Salzedo's playing was heard by Alfred Hurtz, conductor of the German
repertory at the Metropolitan Opera in New York. He was very impressed by Salzedo's
musicianship and recommended him to Arturo Toscanini who had just been appointed the
conductor of the Metropolitan Opera. Toscanini sent for Salzedo and Salzedo moved to
America to take the post.'^^
In America Salzedo met and married his first wife, Viola Gramm, on April 30,
1914. Afterwards they went to England where Salzedo had performance commitments,
and then on to France for a vacation. WMle in France, World War 1 broke out and
Salzedo found himself conscripted into the French Army as a cook.

Salzedo made the

best of this situation by scouting out all the artistic talent available in his infantry unit and
arranged musical programs and theatrical performances. The men's chorus, under the
direction of Salzedo. sang for other soldiers and toured hospitals. ^

165owens, 10.
i66owens, 6.
l^^Govea, 252.
168owens. 14.
l^^Govea, 252.
170owens, 18-19.
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Although a very energetic person, Salzedo suffered from poor health. While in the
army, he became ill with pneumonia and some form of paralysis. He remained in the
hospital for three months and soon after was discharged from military service. After he
had recovered Sakedo and his wife tried to return to America, but found they had no
proof of their marriage. Consequently they remarried in Paris on August 19, 1915 and
then returned to the United States.
Salzedo did not return to his post with the Metropolitan Opera that he had
resigned in 1913; instead he chose to focus his talents on the solo harp.'^^ At this time
the Salzedos moved to Maine where they eventually settled in Seal Harbor. They became
part of a group of musicians who spent their wartime summers in Maine. Among these
were Leopold Stokowski, Josef Hofrnann, Fritz Kreisler and Olga Samaroff, to name a
few.

During the year Salzedo taught in Philadelphia at the newly formed Curtis

Institute of Music, established in 1924. He held tliis position until his death in 1961. He
was given an honorary doctorate by Curtis in 1949. '^^
At this time Salzedo's wife, Viola, spent more and more time in Rome and Carlos
was getting more and more involved with his .students; this led to an amicable separation
and divorce. The two remained friends throughout their lives
In 1928 Salzedo married Lucile Lawrence who had been a harp student of his since
she was eleven. At the time of their marriage Lucile was twenty-one and Sakedo was
forty-two.Together they founded the Summer Harp Colony of America in Camden,

'^'Oweas, 19-20.
' ^-Owens, 21.
173Owens, 22.
'^^Govea, 255.
^^^Owens, 26-27.
576owens, 27.
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Maine, in 1931. Four decades after Salzedo's death, the colony is still running and as
popular as it was during its early years. Lucile shared her husband's dedication to the harp
and worked with him to produce the books on his technical method. ^

Lucile Lawrence

and Carlos Salzedo remained married for eight years, while both pursued active
professional careers. In spite of their divorce, Lucile is still a great proponent of Salzedo's
work and method of harp playing.
Salzedo had taken interest in another student, Marjorie Call. He first heard her
play when she was eleven and he recruited her to come to the Curtis Institute, which she
entered when she was eighteen. When she graduated she was engaged as first harpist for
the Indianapolis Symphony but she did not hold the post long. She married Salzedo in
1938. This was the only marriage of Salzedo's that produced any children. Their son,
Jacques was bom August 11, 1939. Marjorie became Salzedo's assistant, by looking after
the young students and arranging recreational activities for them at the Summer Harp
Colony. The pair also toured as a harp duo throughout the United States and Canada.
They were together for nine years, divorcing in 1947.'^^
Carlos Salzedo was active as a composer tliroughout his life and had many
illustrious friends in the composition world. His first composition he wrote when he was
five years old. It was a little polka called Moustique, or Mosquito, which was his father's
nickname for Carlos. Later in life Salzedo would use the theme from Moustiqm in the
Polka from Ms Suite of Eight Dances.
About being a composer, Salzedo said, "I was born a composer as one must be.
One may be a good composer, a bad one. or a great one, but one must be bom a

' ^^Govea, 253.
' ^^Owens. 139.
1"790wens, 139-140.
1 SOovvens, 6.
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composer."^^^ Salzedo's important compositions began to appear around 1910, when he
was twenty five. In reviewing one of Salzedo's works of that time, Gabriel Faui^ said,
"Young man, if today's young composers would be able to write somettiing like those
four measures, there would be hope of getting out of the impasse that music seems to have
drifted into."'^^ The piece was Salzedo's Piece Concertante for Trombone and Piano.
Shortly thereafter Salzedo wrote his femous Variations sw un theme dans le style ancien,
as well as the other two works that make up his Trois Morceam collection for solo haip,
Jem d'eau and Ballade. Following these compositions, however, Salzedo took an
interesting turn in his compositional approach; he left the rather romantic vein of the Trois
Morceaux behind and started to seriously experiment with both music and the possibilities
of the harp. He began coding the alphabet to fit musical pitches, an early example of
which is his Five Preludes for the Harp on the Name of 01ga.

Of these only Frafcheur

has been published. With these pieces one can see Salzedo's interest in the number five
taking a presence in the fact that he wrote a set of five preludes. His next notable works
are, once again, a set of five preludes; Quietude, Iridescence, Introspection, Lamentation,
and Whirlwind. Not only is the number five present in the number of preludes, but it is
also incorporated into the musical structure of the works. The beginning of Whirlwind,
for instance, is in 5/4 time, has five note patterns in the treble and is accompanied by fifths
in the bass. Later in the work, glissandi of a pentatonic scale are used. These works are
more esoteric than his earlier music. They date from 1917.'^'^ Other set of five preludes
followed in 1918 and these became a basis for Salzedo's book. Modern Study of the Harp.

'Owens, 69.
'82ibid.
183The Olga whose name was used was Olga Samaroff, a well-known pianist and teacher
at Juilliard. At this time Olga was married to Leopold Stokowski. Owens, 70.
184owens, 71.
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Walter Kramer, a critic and composer, had this to say about these works: "Extraordinarily
fine are these five compositions, essays in modernism that will interest all progressive
musicians. Mr. Salzedo has produced a work the inqx)rtance of which is so great that no
brief review can do it justice.
In 1918 Salzedo wrote a symphonic poem. The Enchanted Isle, one of the few
times he used a full orchestra. It was performed all over the U.S. but later Salzedo felt it
was too Debussy-esque and it was relegated to the Curtis archives.
In 1925 Salzedo took a trip back to Paris. He was very excited for the opportunity
to hear the new music being composed there, but was disappointed by what he heard.
Salzedo had become used to the new ideas being proposed by composers such as his good
friend, Edgard Vardse. In fact Salzedo and Varese were extremely active in founding the
International Composer's Guild in 1921. Also Salzedo founded the U.S. chapter of the
International Society for Contemporary Music in 1923. Both groups did a great deal to
encourage the performance of new works and became advocates for the "new sounds"
emerging with the new century.
After returning from Paris, Salzedo wrote his Concerto for Harp and Seven Wind
Instruments. This work, composed in 1926, is the first contemporary harp concerto and
is the piece that Salzedo considered as his finest work.

It was after the completion of

this work that the Method for the Harp was written. Salzedo was uninterested in writing
another book after Ms earlier Modern Study of the Harp, which will be discussed later , so

185owcns, 71.
^ ^^Owens, 72.
187lbid.
IS^Govea, 253.
l^^Owens, 74. The Concerto for Harp and Seven Wind Instruments does not appear to be
performed very often. It seems that it would be a work worth reintroducing into the
repertoire.
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the Method was written primarily by Lucile Lawrence. Salzedo did contribute the fifteen
technical studies or "preludes" that are in the book.'^

One of these preludes. Chanson

dans la Nuit, has become a standard performance piece, which amused Salzedo as it was
only intended to be a study.
Salzedo's way ofr playing the harp is different from his contemporaries in a few
major ways. He advocated generally using a curved finger, rather than a flat one, although
he did say that sometimes a flat finger is useful. He also felt that the right wrist should be,
by and large, disengaged fix)m the edge of the sounding board, while most harpists would
rest the wrist there always. Salzedo was also very interested in promoting an aesthetically
pleasing style of playing that would use harp playing motions to engage the audience
visually, like a conductor may do when conducting an orchestra:
Like the orchestral conductor, the harpist must learn how to externalize music.
This he does through gestures which should be inspiring and not dry; these gestures
should emphasize, and not negate, the intent of the music... I explain to them (my
students) that the harpist shoukl consider himself like the orchesta while his
gesture-making hands are the conductor who calls forth his playing and depicts phrases
through motion.
As a way to achieve this effect Salzedo advocated the basic harpistic gesture of a
controlled raising of the hands. This slow controlled raising grows out of a complete
muscular and mental relaxation, aesthetically accomplished.'^^
Salzedo continued to compose in his "modem" idiom. He was constantly looking
for new ways to exploit the capacities of the harp. He set about finding new sounds on
the harp, many of which he explains in his Modern Study of the Harp, which will be
explored musically in the second part of this chapter. When Modern Study of the Harp

19^0wens, 81.
i^'lbid.
l^^ibid.
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was published, the reaction was negative: "He destroys the harp"'^^ or "this is not the
harp."194 However, today con^wsers and harpists of att backgrounds alike make use of
Salzedo's effects and even go on to create their own.

In response, Nicolas Slonimsky

stated that it was Saizedo who "brought the harp into the twentieth-century.^ Leopold
Stokowski wrote about Saizedo and his music saying:
Saizedo has done for the harp what Bach did for the organ, Paganini for the
violin, Chopin, Liszt and Debussy for the piano, which is to enlarge the technical and
expressive potentialities of their chosen instruments. This was urgently needed for the
harp, because so few composers understand the true musical personality of the harp, but
write for it as if it were a piano. Salzedo's contributions for solo, symphonic music and
opera is of great esthetic value, and so Jfer in nay opinion little understood.
Salzedo's influence did not stop at his music and method for playing the harp. He
was a major influence on the making of a new higher-quality nylon string. No major
improvements have been made to nylon strings since. Saizedo had managed to work with
the manufecturer. Carmine D'Addario to create strings with a superior sound for the first
three octaves of the harp, but sadly Saizedo died before work could be completed on the
fourth octave.
Saizedo also worked with the major harp manufecturer, Lyon and Healy, to create
the Saizedo model harp. He was tired of the old-lashioned, ornate styles of harps that
were available at the time, so with the help of designer Witold Gordon and Lyon and
Healy, Saizedo created a modem looking instrument. He also asked for a wider string
spacing just in the middle register of the harp, the purpose being to help prevent buzzing.

193Owens, 95.
•^^ibid.
l96owens, 105.
197owens, 37.
'^^Owens, 113-114.
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The Salzedo model harp can still be ordered, with or without the special spacing from
Lyon and Healy.'^^
In 1959 Salzedo served as a judge at the First International Harp Competition in
Israel alongside Marcel Grandjany and Nicanor Zabaleta, an experience which he seemed
to have greatly enjoyed.
By and large, Salzedo continued to live his life with the same level of activity,
although he was slowed down by his poor health and heart condition. In 1961 he
collapsed and died from a heart attack while crossing the campus of Colby college in
WatervUle, Maine.^®^

199owens, 115-116.
200ovvens. 40.
201Owens, 40.

SECTION B
VARIATIONS ON A THEME IN ANCIENT STYLE AND THE
COMPOSITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF CARLOS SALZEDO

Salzedo's compositional output can be divided into two categories, the first being
his earlier works, written in a very virtuosic and romantic style, and second his more
original and exploratory music written in a modem style. The earlier, romantic works
offer a link between the past and present. In them one finds hints of Salzedo's modem
style and interest in finding new sounds on the harp as well as the influence of the
romantic age.
Variations on a Theme in Ancient Style illustrates this convergence of ideas. The
Variations were written in 1911 and first published in 1913. First of all it must be noted
that since Salzedo made corrections and changes to the score after it was published that
the serious student should research this work to ensure they have these elements
incorporated into the piece.^®^ Each of the variations had a title; they are: Theme,
Double, Bourree, Staccati, Butterfly, Chords and Fluxes, Jumps, Trills, Scales and
Arpeggios, Barcarolle, Prelude, Fugue, Cadenza, and Conclusion.^^^ The Theme is
Salzedo's own and it can be seen from the title of each variation that he explored many of
the harp's potential tone colors in this set of variations.
Double is interesting because is seems to hark back to the romantics such as Elias
Parish Alvars. Consider the measures in Example 1.

202Margorie Call, "Salzedo's Later Thoughts on His Variations,'' AIIJ 8, no.l (Summer
1981): 15.
203ibid.
2'^4carrol M. McLaughlin, "Variation Techniques for Harp in Four Original
Compositions" (University of Arizona, 1979), 37.
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Example 1. Variations on a Theme in Ancient Style.

The descending passage with the repeated notes and the general figuration before and
after this passage looks and sounds a great deal like Parish Alvars' writing.
Example 2. Eiias Parish Alvars, Concerto in G minor.

Variation IT, Bourree is quite distinct in that it seems to use the fifth especially for
that open sound. This gives the variation a much more nwdem soimd then the ones
preceding it. Also the grace note flourish in the right hand, executed by a thumb slide, is
an example of Salzedo exploring the sound world of the harp.
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Example 3. Variations.
Tempo <ii Bourree.(ss=<J)

f Hen rilmalo.
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Another example of exploring harp sounds can be found in the next variation
which features a staccato effect that is executed by muiBfling with the knuckle of the
second finger just after playing the note^O^. xWs variation also features harmonics very
prominently.
Example 4. Variation III, Staccati.
Sc!ierzand<K

In the last few measures of this variation one also sees another homage to the
romantics with the trills and the chromatic half step passage in the right hand.

^^^McLaughlin, 39.
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Example 5.
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The variation entitled Butterfly (Example 6) uses the same idea that Reni6 used for
the gohlin dance in Legende (see Chapter 4, Example 14). At the harp, both hands can
play in the same register because they approach the strings from both sides. This effect is
both light and fenci&l and obviousfy represented these kind of images to both composers.
Salzedo's using of this effect also seems to be a link betw^een him and Renie.
9

Example 6. Variations, Butterfly.
L'lslesso tempo
. i
Leiwi^tweKiS.

Salzedo was very fond of glissando eflFects. He later on renamed them fluxes but
the term did not catch on. He did not think that the term "glissando" described what was
really happening acoustically. The word flux, in French, means tide or flow. Later on
Salzedo developed a notation for at least nine different sliding elfects,^^ which will be
discussed later. In the Chords and Fluxes variation Salzedo makes extensive use of
double glisses. (Example 7.)

206owens, 96.
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Example 7. Variations, Chords and Fluxes.
Maestoso

V

Salzedo further develops this idea in the Cadenza. Example 8 is taken from
Margorie Call's 1981 article on the Variations as it has aU of Salzedo's changes indicated
in it 207
Example 8.

The next item of interest is Variation 6, Jumps. This variation consists of a
continuous sixteenth-note pattern with an octave displacement between the two voices.20^
(Example 9.)

mentioned earlier, the edits to the Variations have never been published but passed
down from teacher to student. In the Maestoso section of the Cadenza in the Variations,
Salzedo changes the bass octaves into chords. He also indicated that some glissandi
should end on particular pitches. Call, 16-17.
2^^McLaughlin, 42.
2®7as
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Example 9.
Vigorosamente. <««=J)

VI

The most striking feature of this Variation is how modem it sounds, considering
when it was written, and compared to the rest of the work. Again, we have Salzedo
pushing the envelope of the harp's world of sounds.
One of the great ironies of Salzedo's Variations is the cut version that is most
often used. Salzedo included in the score two difierent optional cuts. Nevertheless he
was against using these cuts, and when asked why he printed them said, "I shouldn't have;
it was a mistake."209 what is ironic about these cuts is that they cut out the most
inventive part of the variations. As Margorie Call says, page 12 through 16 (Var. IX-Xl
and the Cadenza) are, in her opinion, "the best and most exciting of the whole piece."210
Despite this, the version with the cut that seems to be the one mostly used by harpists.
The Barcarolle variation has some really interesting features. First it is in the key
of Eb Major while the rest of the work is in G major. Second, it is in 5/8 time. It has been
mentioned earlier that Salzedo had an obsession with the number five and this is an early
example of Mm exploring this idea musically. The change in key and the change in meter
completely transform the theme. (Example 10.) Occasionaiy in tWs vamtion the music
falls into the spirit of a true "five" feel, where the meter does not need to be broken down
into 3+2 or 2+3. Example 11 shows how the melodic line is often grouped into fives, and
the cadenza-like passage starting in measure 7 also fells into m unbroken five grouping.

209call, 16.
2'Oibid.
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This natural use of five could stem from the Basque influence of Salzedo's upbringing.
Basque folk music is often in quintuple meter^ '
Example 10. Variations, Barcarolle.

$

Leoto, tempo di Barcamok

=

Seiisa

rigore.

• J I rI I p
p

SoBismilo.

Example 11

00^1^ flif!.

"to I —• siSte

' '>^1.

^^^Owens, 91-92.
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After the Barcarolle there is a Prelude and Fugue. The Prelude has very little
relationship to the main theme and is written without a key signature,^

which is a

common practice in recently written music but seems a bit odd in a work that has been
basicaly tonal up to this point.
Other interesting characteristic of the Prelude are the ways Salzedo used
enharmonic respellings of the harmonies in the first two lines in order to facilitate the
performance. This may help to explain the lack of key signature and also is much kinder
to the perfonner coiiqjared to asking the harpist to respel the notes as had been done
previously. The interval of the iSfth is very prominent again in this variation, giving it a
very open sound.
As the Prelude is very short the whole piece will be shown in Example 12.
Example 12.

reiUulO. ( Cos rabatft « olacere

B
l--

-*oU« rail

Pik catn

wmmi0
wn

m

'J

A fugue is a complicated texture that is very demanding of the harpist because of
the closely placed voices and the manual dexterity required to execute them well without

2^2]yicLaughlin, 44.
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proximity buzzing of the strings. Because a fugue is traditionally the ultimate variation in
a character variation set of this kind,^^^ Salzedo wrote one that not only lays well for the
instrument but is also makes very good use ofhis original theme. In addition, the
inclusion of a &gue makes an effective contrast with the prelude as new and traditional
ideas are merged into one.
Example 13. Variations, Fugue.
Fuaa.(»o=<ii
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After the Variations on a Theme in Ancient Style and establishing himself in the
United States and being, no doubt, influenced by composers like Edgard Varese, Salzedo
began exploring new soiutids for the harp and ways of using and notating these effects. As
mentioned in Section A of this chapter, when Modern Study of the Harp was published it

^McLaughlin, 45.
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was met with skepticism by harpists. Still, composers of harp music have integrated
Salzedo's effects and notations and have even gone on to create their own new effects.^
In the Introduction to Modern Study of the Harp Salzedo writes: "These studies
are not addressed solely to harpists, but to all who are interested in every musical
manifestation. Composers and conductors alike will find in them information which will
confirm their intuitions or solves their doubts, both with respect to the notation and the
innumerable resources of the harp to-day.
Of .special interest to Salzedo were glissando effects. As mentioned earlier, he did
not think that the term glissando adequately descriptive, applying instead the term flux.
He identified several different types of fluxes, for example the Aeolian Flux, which is the
most traditional type of glissando. (Example 14.)
Example 14. Modern Study of the Harp, page 10.
J«n

Uii FBI Soft
siv jyoim
A
^
n 0% m

The note names in the box to the bottom left are the indications for the pedal placement.
Salzedo also wrote out the pitches used in the parenthesis in the first part of the measure.
Salzedo's other sliding effects were Aeolian Rustling (Example 15), Oboic Flux
(Example 16), Falling-hail effect (Example 17), Xylofiux ( Example 18), Gushing Chords
(Example 19), Effect of snare drum with loosened snares (Example 20), Aeolian Tremolo.

-'^Owens, 95-96.
-^Carlos Salzedo, Modern Study of the Harp (G. Schirmer, Inc., 1948), 1.
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(Example 21), Ascending and Descending Aeolian Chords (Example 22), Thunder Effect
(Example 23), and Whistling Sounds (Example 24).^'^
Example 15. Aeolian Rustling.

•i

10^ i

«S!

1

For Aeolian Rustling the hands, pressing the strings are drawn slowly across them.
Example 16. Oboic Flux.

WWSo&taW
Sit Bog
A n ®1. .A
oi A

The Oboic Flux is the same as the AeoEan Flux except that the oboic flux is played near
the sounding boaid. It is indicated by the wavy line undemeath the glissaado.
Example 17. Falling-hail Effect.
sr

MikFMSo&Lalj
An

m mm

A

^'^Salzedo, 12-15.
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The Falling-hail Effect is achieved by playing with the backs of the fingernails in the
middle of the strings. The big crescent and line underneath the staff" indicates the effect.
Example 18. Xyloflux.

M> F$ a>9 ^
A cl M

The Xyloflux effect is a combination of the Oboic Flux and the Falling-hail Effect It is
played near the board and with the back of the fingemalL
Example 19. Gushing Chords.

Mli|FakSoS)Lai

Gushing Chords are played aggressively by glissing between the two indicated notes in
rhytiim and in the directioii indicated by the arrows.
le 20. Effect of snare drum with loosened snares.

This effect is executed by laying the left hand flat at the top of the strings and playing the
same as for Gushing Chords with the right hand.
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Example 21. Aeolian Tremolo.
A

Jgf$

#

The Aeolin Tremolo is played by rubbing very rapidly, back and fourth with the flat of the
hand m:ross the strings indicated.
Example 22. Ascending Aeolian Chords.

Descending Aeolian Chords.

Both Ascending and Descending Aeolian chords are played by sliding a finger rapidly
across a group of strings, with all of the notes being played almost simultaneousiy. The
effect and the direction of the sliding is indicated by the arrow and wavy line written either
above or below the staif.
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Example 23. Thunder effect.

The Thunder effect is very jarring. It is played by sliding violently with the second finger
of the left hand from the starting to the end note in the direction that the arrow points,
allowing the strings to intentionally hit each other and then letting them vibrate. This
effect is only used on the wire strings. It is indicated by the lighting bolt like line
underneath the notes.
Example 24. Whistling Sounds.

Whistling sounds can be played either slowly or rapidly. They are accomplished by sliding
with the flat of the hand, lengthwise, up or down the wire strings. They can also be played
on a single wire string with the fingernail.
Salzedo made his effects viable by using them in his compositions. In the
following examples from Song in the Night, several of these effects are illustrated.

no
Example 25.

In measure 2 of Example 25 there is an Oboic Flux. Measures 3 through 5
eontain Aeolian Fluxes and measure 6 is an example of the Falling-hai Effect. There are
other tone colorations used in this example such as harmonics, which Salzedo chose to
indicate in the music as the sounding pitches rather than the more traditional indication of
writing them where they are played, as is explained in the score. TMs idea was used by a
few other composers of the time that had an association with Salzedo, but never became a
standard approach. In measures 5, 9 and 10 of the example, plectaric sounds are
indicated by the fingemafl shaped signs. Thei^ notes are to be played with the ingemails.
Salzedo was not the first to use these effects, but he used them more extensively

Ill

compared to other composers. He also developed an individual approach to indicating
them.
Example 26 Is also from Song in the Night. It shows SaJzedo usage of Descending
Aeolian chords.
Example 26.

In the last measure of Example 27 is a demonstration of a gushing chord. This example is
also played with the fingernail.
Example 27.

m

Ef

Example 28 shows the use of Whistling Sounds. This one is played rapidly.
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Example 28.

L.V.

/j

P
Example 29 portrays another effect, Tympanic Sounds where the riglit hand
strikes the board of the harp with the ingere on the rhythm indicated. Over time this
effect has come to be more often rendered as a knock on the board with the knuckles as
this sound carries better. It is also often played striking the board with all four fingers of
the hands together.
Example 29.

O
=4=.

p
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Example 30 from Salzedo's Whirlwind, shows his use of the Thunder effect.
Example 30.

eclatant
crashing

yxstrictement en mesare

. (atrictltf in time

)

)

Salzedo also made use of pedal slides. He indicated them with a slur and straight
lines rather than the wavy line that Tournier used.
Example 31. Carlos Salzedo, La Desirade.

Another pedal effect Salzedo used was Metallic Sounds. There are produced by
holding the pedal halfway between two notches.
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Example 32. Modem Study of the Harp.
itn.

—

This effect is quite harsh but can be effective if used properly.
Xylophonic sounds have become another popular effect on the harp that was first
identiied by Salzedo. This is where one presses the left hand finger tips on the lowest
part of the string, then plays the strings with the right hand wMle holding them with the
left. The harpist/composer Bernard Andres uses this idea often in his compositions for the
harp. Example 31 is from his set of pieces, Acrosphores.
Exaiiq)Ie 33.
lA.

t

k
T

—

J
.1 'j|r~

SaoasXrto)!
E
There are other examples of Salzedo's effects used by other composers. Alberto
Ginastera's Harp Concerto, which has become a very important work in the harp
literature, uses Aeolian Chords (Example 34), Gushing Chords (Example 35), Timpanic
Sounds (Example 36) and Whistling Sounds (Example 37).
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Example 34. Ginasiera, Harp Concerto: Aeolian Chords.
gliss.

L

ibj

m

Example 35. Ginastera; Gushing Chords.
i94

se]|ipre in tempo, estremamente giusto
mt-

1

rm
Example 36. Ginastera; Timpanic Sounds,
J35

Example 37. Ginastera: Whistling Sounds,
raiientando

sulk tavoia
rei «1|

5®

sT/fTis

sulla tavoia

fciisoh>ld>
M
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Elliott Carter says in his introduction to his solo harp work, Bariolage from
Trilogy: "I was interested in writing for the harp as I have been a Mend and admirer of
Carlos Salzedo who wrote for the harp in such an inventive way."^^^ Carter's Bariolage
uses xylophonic sounds (Example 38) and Gushing chords (Example 39). As well as the
various types of glissandos that Salzedo talks about. (Example 40.)
Example 38. Elliott Carter, Bariolage: Xylophonic sounds.

Example 39. Bariolage: Gushing Chords.

i

!

t

^^^EUiot Carter, Bariolage, Harp Solo from Trilogy (Hendon Music, Boosey & Hawkes,
1993) Program Notes.
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Example 40. Barlolage: GlLssando types,
^iss. * (With the tack of

the fingernail,

near the stsitKiing boaid.)

4{

"y, Oegafd)

nail & fingor
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Even though the composers did not notate these effect exactly the way that
Salzedo put forth, his influence is evident.
It would be possible to write a book on Salzedo's contributions to the harp and
how those ideas have developed throughout the 20th and 21st centuries in the hands of
both harpists and composers. Suffice it to say that this man truly reinvented the harp for
the modem era and paved the way for others to pioneer new ideas in both the technical
and musical aspects of the harp.
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CONCLUSION

Carlos Salzedo started his book. Modem Study of the Harp with this saying, "The
Harp is to Music what Music is to

Possibly he mrant to suggest that the harp is

often considered dispensable and not as important as other instruments in the musical
community, just as music in general is not considered by some as important to human
existence. Yet life without music is very empty and music without the harp would be
incomplete. To go fiirther with this idea, the harp's literature, technique and structural
evolution would be incomplete without the contributions of Parish Alvars, Renie,
Toumier, Grrandjany, and Salzedo. Most harpists will attest to the contributions of these
five persons, often with lavoritisra to a particular technical school. It is important for
harpists to reali2se that ail of these five worked toward the same common goal of
advancing harp playing and the music for it.
Non-harpists often have little idea who these individuals are because the
harpist/composers are rarely mentioned in history books, and if at all, just in passing.
However it is apparent that Parish Alvars, Rente, Toumier, Grandjany and Salzedo were
important musical figures in their time and that they have a continuing influence on music.
Together, these five persons have carved a niche ibr the harp in the world of music and
have assured its place on the stage as both a solo and orchestral instrument. They have
given the harpists maay ways of approaching the instrument technicaly; they have written
repertory that uses the instrument to its fullest capacity and they have passed down their
ideas through teaching to future generations of harpists. They also acted as advocates for
the instrument to the musical community in general, inspiring other to write for the harp
and encouraging its continued presence on the stage.

-'^SaLzedo, flyleaf.
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APPENDIX A
COMPOSITIONS BY ELIAS PARISH ALVARS^^^
Solo Harp:
Sehmucht or Melanchloic Romance, Op. 27
Theme and Variations, Op. 29
The Sultan's Favorite March, Op. 30
Souvenir of Milan, Grand Fantasia, C^. 32
Theme and Variations, Op. 33
Fantasia, Op. 35
Introduction and Variations on Bellini's "Norma, " Op. 36
Divertissement on Bellini's "Beatrice di Tenda," Op. 38
Introduction and Variations on Bellini's "ICapuleti e i Montecchi," Op. 40
Scenes of my Youth, Romances, Op. 42 (First series)
Souvenir of Bellini's "La Sonnamhula, " Op. 46
Scenes of my Youth, Romances, Op. 48 (Second series)
Souvenir of Donizetti's "Gemma di Vergy," Op. 49
Chorus of the Greek Corsairs, March, Op. 53
Scenes of my Youth, Romances, Op. 56 (Third smes)
Grand Fantasia and Virtuoso Variations on Italian Themes, C^. 57
Grand Fantasia on Rossini's "Moise, " Op. 58
Fantasia on Weber's "Oheron," Op. 59
Grand Fantasia, Op. 61
Travels of a Harpist in the Orient (No. 1-6) Op.62
The Plaint of a Young Girl, Song without words. Op. 64
Fantasia on Themes form Lord Burghersh's "L'Eroe di Ixmcastro, Op. 66.
Grand March, Op. 67
The Farewell, Romance, Op. 68.
Souvenir of Besnate or The Lament, Song without words. Op. 69
Illustrations of German Poetry, First part: "Traum am Nache" by Schnezler, Op. 71
Illustrations of German Poetry, Second part: "Gretchens Gebet vor dem Bilde der Mater Dolorosa." Op.
72
Fantasia on Donizetti's "Belisario, " Op. 73
Scenes of my Youth, Fantasia, Op. 75
Fairies' Dance, Op. 76
Souvenirs of Italian Operas: "Ernani "by Verdi, Op. 77
Grand Fantasia on Donizetti's "Lucrezia Borgia. " Op. 78
Grand Fantasia on Donizetti's "Lucia di Lammermoor," Op. 79
Souvenir of Donizetti's "Dam Sebastien, " Op. 80
Reveries, Op. 82
Serenade, Op. 83
Grand Study in Imitation of the Mandolin, Op. 84
Souvenir of Naples: 11 papagallo. Op. 85
Souvenirs of Italian Operas: "I Lombardi alia prima Crociata" by Verdi, Op. 86
Souvenir of Port id. March, Op. 87

2'9sacchi, 23-29.
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Souvenir of Taglioni, Rondo. Op. 88
Souvenir of Pischek, Fantasia, Op. 89
Souvenirs of Italian Operas: "Lucia di Lammermoor" by Donizetti, Op. 92
Souvenirs of Italian Operas: "Marino Faliero"by Donizetti, Op. 93
Samenirs of Italian Operas: "L 'Elisir d'amore" by Donizetti, Op. 94
Souvenirs of Italian Operas: "II Giwamento" by Mercadcmte, Op. 95
Second Souvenir of Donizetti's "Dom Sebastien," Op. 96
Illustrations of Italian Poetry (Nos. 1-3) Op. 97
Theme and Variations
Fantasia and Virtuoso Variatiom on a Theme by Ricci
Introduction and Variatiom on a Theme by Herz
Three Original Melodies
Souvenir of Bochsa
Barcarola
Hungarian March
Last Thoughts: Melody; Funeral March
Grand Fantasia on "I Capuleti e i Montecchi" by Bellinin and "Semiramide "by Rossini
Lights and Shadows
Fantasias on Donizetti's "La Fille du Regiment"
Fantasia on Donizetti's "L'Esirir ddmore
Romance (John Thomas collection, No. 13)
Romance (John Thomas collection. No. 14)
Romance (John TTiomas collectifm. No. 15)
Romance (John Thomas coliecticm. No. 19)
Romance (John Thomas collection, No. 24)
Orage et Calme (lost)
Harp and Other Instruments;
Grand Fantasia on Favourite Italian Arias for harp and piano or two pianos, Op. 39
Grand Duo on Donizetti's "Linda di Chamounix"for harp and piano or two pianos, Op. 65
Souvenir of Donizetti's "Don Pasquale" for harp and piano. Op. 74
Fantasia on the Last Theme by Bellini for flute and harp
11 Pescatore, Barcarola for voice and harp or piano
Harp and Orchestra:
Concertino in E Minor for harp and orchestra. Op. 34
Introduction and Variations on Bellini's "Norma, " Op. 36 (with orcestral accompaniment)
Grand Concerto in C Major for harp and orchestra, Op. 60
Grand Concerto in G Minor for harp and orchestra. Op. 81
Concertino in D Minor for two harps or harp and piano and orchestra. Op. 91
Concerto in E flat Major for harp and orchestra, Op. 98
Fantasia and Virtuoso Variations on a Theme by Ricci (orchestra or string quartet accompaniment)
Concerto in C Minor for harp and orchestra
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Piano:
Impromptu in the Form of a Fugue for piano, Op. 70
Concerto in G Minor for piano and orchestra. Op. 90
Ouverture to Parish Alvars' Opera "The Legend of Teignmouth"for piano four hands
Voice and Piano:
Heimweh, Romance for voice and piano
L'amore, Romance for voice and piano (lost)

Orchestra:
Symphony in E Minor for orchestra Ouverture, Episode from "Child Harold's Pilgrimage" by Byron for
orchestra (lost)
Ouverture zu dem dramatischen Gedichte "Manfred" von Byron for orchestra (lost)
Symphonic D Dur (lost)

APPENDIX B

COMPOSITIONS BY HENMETTE RENIE
Solo Harp;
Ballade Fantastique
Complete Method for the Harp (2 volumes)
Contemplation
Dame des Lutim
Demieme Ballade
Feulles d'Automne (Esquisse)
Feuillets d'Albums
Esquisse
Dame d'Autrefois
Angelus
Grandmere Raconte une Histoire
Legende (d'apres les Elfes de Leconte de Lisle)
Op. 1, First Suite
Menuet
Au Bord du Ruisseau
Petite False
Op. 1, Second Suite
Air Ancien
Lied
Valse MelancoUque
Op. 2, First Suite
Conte de Noel
Recueillement
Air de Danse
Op. 3, Second Suite
Invention dans le style ancien
Reverie
Gavotte
Piece Symphonique
Promenade Matinale: Au loins dans la verdure
Promanade Matinale: Dans la campagne ensoleillee

Harp and Other Instruments;
Andante Religioso (harp, violin, or cello)
Celebre Concerto in C minor (harp and orchestra)
Deux Pieces Symphonique (harp, orchestra)
I Elegie
11. Dance Caprice
Fetes Enfantines (harp and recitation)
•La Vierge a la Creche
Mascarada
Cloches de Pdques
Les Pins de Charlamtes (2 harps or harp and piano)
Scherzo-Fantaise (harp, violin)
Trio (harp, violin, cello)

APPENDIX C
COMPOSITIONS BY MARCEL TOURMIER220
Solo Harp:
Quatre Preludes, Op. 16
Theme et variations
Feerie, prelude et dame
Etude de concert, "Au Matin"
[Pieces breves et facile]
Berceuse
Air a darner
Deux petites Pieces breves et faciles
Soupir
C)ffrande
Vers la Source dans le hois
Sonatime, Op. 30
Images, Ire Suite, Op. 29
I. Clair de lune sur I 'itang du pare
II. Au Seuil du temple
III. Lolita, la dameuse
Images, 2me Suite, Op. 31
IV. Les Enfants a la creche de Noel
V. L'etrange Cavalier
VI. La Marchande de frivolites
Images, 3me Suite, Op. 35
VII Les Anesses grise sur la rotste d'El-Azib
VIII. Danseuse a la fontaine d'Am-Draham
IX. Soir de fete a Sedjenane
Images, 4me Suite, Op. 39.
X. La VoUere magique
XL Cloches sous la neige
XIL La Dame du moujik
Six Noels, Op. 32
Jazz-Band, Op. 33
Scherzo ronatique. Op. 38
Berceuse russe. Op. 40
Pieces negres. Op. 41
I Berceuse negre
II La jeune Fille au voile
III. Ronde des negrillons
Encore une boite a musique!. Op. 43
Le Rouet enchante. Op. 44
2me Sonatine, Op. 45
Fresque marine, Op. 46
Pastels duvieux Japon, Op. 47

220Grimes, 12-14.
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I. Berceuse du vent dam les cerisiers
II. Le Koto chante pour I'absent
III.Le Danseur au sabre
Ce que chante la pluie d'automne, Lied pour la harpe, Op. 49
Au Hassard des ondes, Nomelles images pour la harpe, Op. 50
I. Au Japan, "Concert de koto"
II En Chine, "Promande du mandarin "
in. En Afrique, "Fite chez les negres "
IV. En France, (a.) "L'Eternal Reveur" (b.) "Vision de la mer"
V. En Scandinavie, "Legende du bossu-hoiteux"
VL EnRoumanie, (a.) "Nani..Mani...berceusepowSamh" (b.) "Berceuse du cavalier"
VII. En Italic, "Napoli—tarantella"
Harp and Other Instruments or Voice:
Quatre preludes en deux suites, Op. 16(2 harps)
Deux Preludes romantiqms, Op. 17 (violin and harp)
Serenade, Op.
(cello and harp)
Nocturne, Op. 21 ( cello and haip, qjtional trgan ad lib.)
Feerie, prelude et danse (harp and string quartet or string orchestra)
Promenade d I 'automne (violin and harp)
Deuxieme Valse, Op. 27 (flute, violin, viola, cello, and harp)
Images, Ire Suite, Op. 29 (harp and string quartet or string orchestra with contrabass)
Sonatine, Op. 30 (violin, cello, and harp)
Images, 2me Suite, Op. 31 (harp and string quartet or string orchestra with contrabass)
Jazz-Band, Op. 33 (3 cellos and 3 harps)
Suite, Op. 34 (flute, violin, viola, and harp)
I. Soir
II Danse
HI. Lied
IV. Fete
Images, 3me Suite, Op. 35 (harp and string quartet or string orchestra with omtrabass)
Images, 4me Suite, Op 39 (harp and string quartet or string orchestra with contrabass)
Lettre d'erfant a Noel (voice and harp or piano)
Elle est venue, elle a souri... (voive, harp and string quartet or voice and piano)
Insomnie (voice, harp and string quartet or voice and piano)
La Lettre du jardinier (voice and harp, also vrith string quartet)
Reverie du Bouddha (voice, harp, and string quartet or voice harp and piano)
Accompaniment for Variations pastorales sur un vieux Noel, by M. Samuel-Rousseau (2 violins, viola,
and cello)
Solo Piano:
Cortege
Deux Esquisses
Reverie, Op. 25
Du Cote de la mer.... Op. 26
Deuxieme Valse, Op. 27
Petite Suite persane

Orchestra:
Cortege
Resurrection, "Po^me symphoniqoe"
Erythee, "Scene daasee A mimw, en I acte"
Lowe et Petrarqm, "Scene lyrique eo quatre ^isode" (Prix Rossini, 1909: Insiitiit de France)
La Lme bleue, "Ballet en deux actes"
La Romsalka, "Cantate" (2me Grand Prix de Rome, 1909)

APPENDIX D

COMPOSITIONS BY MARCEL GRANDJANY
Solo Harp;
Arabesque (piano or harp)
Automne
Bagatelles, Op. 22
Cerisiers en Fleurs
Children at Play, Op. 16
Children's Hour (Suite)
Into Mischief
Little Angel
Giddap Pony
Playing in the Garden
Parade
Sandman
Colorado Trail, Op. 28
Dans le Foret du Charme et de L'Enchantment, Op. 11
Divertissement, Op. 29
Erie Canal
Et Ron, Ron, Ron, Petit Patapon
Le Bon Petit Roi d'Yvetot
Fantai.se sur un Theme de Haydn
First-Grade Pieces for Harp (with Jane Weidcnsaul)
Frere Jacques (Fantaisie), Op. 32
Harp Album
Greetings
Zephyr
In a Dancing Mood
A Butterfly
Deep River Interlude
The Pagent Begins
On a Western Ranch
Through the Meadows
Imrpomptu
Kerry Dance
Little Harp Book
Noel Provencal, Op. 24
Old Chinese Song, Op. 23
Pastorale
Petite Suite Classique
Joyful Overture
Gigue
Gavotte
Siciliana
Passepied
Bourree
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Preludes
Rhapsodic (solo or with orchestra)
Silent Night, free fantasy
Someniers, Op. 17
Trois Petites Pieces Tres Faciles, Op. 7
Trois Pieces Facile
Variation on Londonderry Air
Harp and Other Instruments;
Aria in Classic Style (harp and strings or organ)
Rhapsodie (solo or witli orchestra)
Deep River Interlude (three harps)
Eleanor and Marcia Duet
Sally and Dinny Duet
Les Agneaux Dansent (also available as a solo)
Poeme (harp, hom and cffchestra)
Harp and Voice;
Baiser d'enfant (soprano)
Berceuse (soprano)
Le Vanneur (baritome)
Parmi les Marromiers (baritone)
Oflier Instruments:
Arabesque (harp or piano)
Pastorale (piano)
Impromptu (piano)
Piece Romantique (piano)

APPENDIX E
COMPOSITIONS BY CARLOS SALZED0221
Solo Harp:
Ballade, Opus 28
Paraphrase (Cadenza) for Liszt's "Second Rhapsody"
Jeux d'eau
Variatiom on a Theme in Ancient Style
Chanson Chagrine
Five Preludes
"Introspection"
"Iridescence"
"Lamentation"
"Quietude"
"Whirlwind"
Five Preludes on the Name of Olga
"Embryon"
"Eveil"
"Fete au village"
"Hallticinations"
"Fraicheur"
Modern Study of the Harp
"(Flight)"
"(Mirage)"
"(Inquietude)"
"(Idyllic Poem)"
"(Communion)"
Preludes Mimes
"tenderly emoted"
"dreamingly"
"profoundly peaceful"
"in self-communion"
"procession-like"
Variations Fatidicoe
Burlesque Sentimental
Five Sketches on Friends of Mine
"Kyra Alanova"
"Dane Rudhyar"
"Edith Sullivan "
"Sara Yarrow"
"Edgard VarLse"
Short Stories in Music, First Series
"The Dwarf and the Giant"
"The Kitten and the Limping Dog"
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"Rocking Horse "
"On Donkeyback"
"Rain Drops "
"Madonna and Child"
"Memories of a Clock"
"Night Breeze"
Short Stories in Music, Second Series
"On Stilts"
"Pirouetting Music Box"
"Behind the Barracks "
"At Church"
"Goldfish"
"The Mermaid's Chimes "
"Skipping Rope "
Barcarolled Signiture for WF
Scintillation
Tiny Tales for Harpist Beginners, First Series
"In Hoopskirts "
"The Little Princess and the Dancing Master"
"A Little Orphan in the Snow"
"Lullaby for a Doll"
"The Cloister at Twilight"
"A Mysterious Blue Light"
"Funeral Procession of a Tin Soldier"
"The Chimes in the Steeple"
"A Lost Kitten"
"Pagoda of the Dragon"
Panorama Suite
"Noon"
"Moonset"
"Expectation"
"The Birth of the Morning Star"
"Waltz"
Vieni, vieni
Cadenzas for Suite from Childhood by Harl McDonald
1st movement cadenza on "I Saw Three Ships " and "Lavender's Blue"
3rd movement cadenza on "Oranges and Lemons"
Sketches for Harpist Beginners, First Series
"Rack Me Mommy "
"Imitation "
"Echo"
"Huntsman's Horn "
"Lost in the Mist"
"Hurdy-Gurdy "
"Poor Doggy"
"Tuneful Snuff-Box"
"Pagan Rite "
"Beethoven at School"
Sketches for Harpist Beginners, Second Series
"The Organist's First Steps "
"A Young Violinist"

"Falling Leaves "
"Royal Trumpeters"
"A Lonely Bell"
"Baby on the Swing"
"Mourners"
"On the Tight Rope "
"Pierrot in Sad"
"Choral"
Tiny Tales for Harpist Beginners
"Processional"
"The Clock Maker's Shop"
"Winter Night"
"The Dandy"
"Chimes"
"Little Soldiers"
"Mysterious Forest"
"Little Jacques"
"Grandmother's Memories"
"Frere Jacques"
The Art of Modulating (in collaboration with Lucile Lawerence)
"Lullaby"
"Reverie"
"CarilUon"
"Grandmother's Spinning Wheel"
"Florentine Music Box "
"Petit Valse"
"Waltz Accompaniment"
Fragments from "Suite of Eight Dances"
Suite of Eight Dances
"Gavotte"
"Menuet"
"Polka"
"Siciliano"
"Bolero"
"Seguidilla"
"Tango"
"Rumba"
Mimi Suite
"Mimi"
"Awakening"
"Incandescence "
Obession (harp or piaao)
Wedding Presents
"Garlanded Chimes"
"Vers I'inconnu"
"In the Valley"
"In the Month of Maie"
"Shadow of a Shade fdemi-iour]"
"Idee fixe"
"Desir"
"Interlude for the Theatre"
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"Vision"
"Carol-Paul"
Cadenza for "Concerto for Harp and Orchestra "by N. Berezowski
Prelude for a Drama
Diptych, Two pieces for Right Hand Alone
"Reflection"
"Interference"
Elyse
Cadenza for "Divertimento"by V Rieti
Prelude Fatidique
Fottr Pieces for the Modem Irish Harp
"Bi-tonal Jig"
"Sarahande variee "
"Pavlovania"
"Prelude Nocturne"
Poem of the Little Stars
Recessional
Nocturne to Ursula
Method for the Harp
Preludes I-XI (no titles)
XIL "Fanfare
XIII. "Cortege
XIV. "LaDesirade"
XV. "Chanson darts !a nuit"
Untitled manuscript, published as "Prelude"in the nature of an octave study
Harp(s) and Other Instruments:
Brise Marine (Sea Wind) (soprano, oboe, hom, basson, 6 harps)
Poems of Sara Yarrow (soprano, oboe, hom, bassm, 6 harps)
"Ecstasy"
"Despair"
"Humility "
Concerto for Harp and Seven Wind Instruments (harp, flute (picc.) clarinet in A, oboe, hom, basson,
tnimpet in C)
Sonata for Harp and Piano
Preamble et Jem (harp, flute, oboe, basson, string quartet, contra-lass)
Untitled work (harp, brasses, strings)
Music des Troubadours (soprano, harp, viola d'amore, viol de gamba)
Harp Ensemble:
Bolmimerie (7 harps)
Short Stories in Music, Second Harp Parts for:
"Behind the Barracks
"Memories of a Clock "
"On Donkey-back"
"Rain Drops"
"Night Breeze"
"The Mermaid's Chimes"
"Skipping Rope "

Mardis Gras Patrol (five harps)
Chanson dans la nuit (2nd harp)
Rumba and Tango from Duite of Eight Dances (2nd harp)
Four Preludes to the Afternoon of a Telephone
"Audubon 530"
"Plaza 4570
"Prospect 7272"
"Riverside 4937"
Pentacle
I. "Steel"
II. "Serenade"
III. "Felines"
IV. "Catacombs"
V "Pantomime"
Triptic Dance (2 or 3 harps)
Harp and Orchestra:
The Enchanted Isle
Second Concerto for Harp and Orchestra
Solo Piano:
Prelude to OlafBolm
Breaking in the New Year
Nativity
Marya Freund
Enigme
Piano and Other Instruments;
Berceuse, Opus 72 (cello, piano)
Caprice Scherzando (cello, piano)
Invocation (cello, piano)
Piece Concertante, Opus 27 (trombone, piano)
Misc.
Offriam (cello)
Volute and Rondel (flute)
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Voice or Chorus;
Rivalite de Fleurs, Opus 25 (voice, piano)
Four Choruses in Old Sonata Form ( 3 men's voices, harp, organ, or piano)
"Fairest if it be your pleasure"
"Heralds of the simmer are here"
"Within my book of memory "
"When I was tangled in the skein"
La Marseillaise (chorus, piano)
A Greeting for Marie Louise Curtis Boh (voice, piano)
A Parthenay (3 part men's chmis)
Au pres de ma blonde (3 part men's diOTUs)
Three Poems of Stephane Mallarme (soprano, harp)
"Las de I 'amer repos ou ma paresse offense "
"Feuillet d'album "
"line dentelle s'abolit"
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